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• 
ABSTR{\CT 
Thr ee t exts (j ournalistic , cin emat ic and 
literary) are analysed,using p r opos ition s 
derived from Althuss e r and Macherey, to 
indicate their r elationship to the histor-
ical circumstances of th e ir production. 
The analysis of the narr ati v G struct ure 
o f a ( Northern Irish) literary t ext 
constructs from th e ' disorder' of the 
text the form o f a significant missing 
term by which th e disorder might be tr ans-
cended, but a term r endered unS Gen by th e 
problematic of the ideology which the text 
puts to work. The absent term is shown t o 
be the fictive (n on ) representation of one 
of the terms of an ideological c on tradiction 
based on irreconciliable cl ass ~ositions 
within the Northern Irish Catholic social 
formation. The narrative o f the text is 
shown to be the fictive tr a nspo sit i on of a 
r eal contradiction recast into th e form o f 
its preconstituted resolution within Cathol-
lC Nationalist i deology . 
I tis ~ r 0 po sed t hat -t h eli t era r y t ext r ef 1 e c t s 
history as it is 'lived' in ideology. Histor-
ical contradictions are reflect eJ in th e text 
in the (r ecast ) form of their simultaneous 
r eso lution within the terms of the ideology 
which the text uses, i. e .. , as the absence of 
c 0 rl t r a d i c t ion. A t the sam e tim e the t e x -E i s 
seen to reveal to criticism - in its internal 
dissonances - the inad equacies of the id eolog-
ical res ol ution and thereby t o r evoal , at it s 
margins, the excluded t e rms of a real historical 
c untradictiun. Th e text may thus be seen as 
both refl e ction o f historical cuntradictions a n d 
th e absence o f such a refl ect i on . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 This essay began as an examination of the concept of the relative 
autonomy of superstructures - as outlined in Althusser's For Marx (1) 
with the intention of developing an explanation of the 'survival' (2) 
of certain ideological formations In the Northern Irish social 
formation. 
1.2 Over time the project has narrowed its scope to focus on one 
aspect of ideology - its reproduction through what Althusser has 
termed the "cultural ideological state apparatuses" (3) - literature, 
the Arts etc .. 
1.3 The essay which follows considers the extent to which apparently 
innocent 'literary' productions are influenced by specific ideological 
formations - and, by implication, delineates one of the means by 
which ideologies reproduce themselves - in the "interpellation of 
b · 1/' I I d . (4) S 'f' f . d su lects In cu tura pro uctlons. peci IC re erence IS ma e to 
a cultural production of one of the Northern Irish ideological 
formations. 
1.4 One of the centra! concepts of this essay is that every text is 
necessarily an incomplete text. The same must be said of the essay 
itself. In the absence of more rigorous theoretical formulations, 
(1) Althusser, L., For Marx, Allen Lane, the Penguin Press, 
London 1969. ----
(2) for a discussion of the concept of 'survival' see Althusser, 
op. cit., pp.114-116. 
(3) Althusser, L., "Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses" 
in Lenin and Philosophy, Monthly Review Press, New York, 
1971 . 
(4) ibid., p.143 and 173 et seq. 
I , 
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stemming from personal limitations and the virtual absence - at 
least in Engl ish - of texts to support them, the essay's perspective 
remains a partial one. I leave it, replete with errors and 
omissions, as a text not complete, merely stopped. 
, 
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2 ID E 0 LOG Y Jl. NOT H E T E X T - 0 IS C U S S ION 
2.1 The points of departure for th is essay are the various propositions 
on art, literature and ideology which appear in several of 
Althusser's works. (1) Until the appearance in 1976 of Eagleton's 
Cri!icism and Ideology and Macherey's ~lhe~"~ of _L_i~~r_a!y 
Produ ction In 1978(2) these were subs "rantively the only writings 
(available In translation) which, by postulating a theory o f the 
relative autonomy of superstructures, provided a way out of the 
unproductive idealist view of literary works as superstructural 
elements passivell' reflecting the historical circumstances of their 
production. Althusser's reading of Marx permits literature to be 
seen as a specific mode of production with a complex and over-
determined relation to history. The discussion that follows 
concentrates on the first term of literature's relation to history, 
that is, the relationship of the literary text to ideology. 
2.1.2 F or A I thusser, an immde iate rea d ing of a text - that is, of its 
manifest discourse - is unsatisfactory because, beneath the 
"innocence of speech" lies the "culpable depth of a second, quite 
different discourse", the mise en scene behind the actor's play. (3) 
(1) Althusser, L., "The ' Piccolo Teatro': Bertolazzi and Brecht." 
in F or_09~~' Ali en Lane the Pengu in Press, London 1 969. 
"A Letter on Art in Reply to Andre Daspre", and "Cremonini, 
Painter of the Abstract", in L~~ and_ £'b.!losophy, Monthly 
Review Press, New York, 1971 
(2) Ellg leton, T., Criticism and Ideology, New Left Books, 
London 1976; M\Jch~rey~ P., A TheorL~Liter~y 
Production, Routledge and Kegan Paul, Lon d on 1978 
( 3 ) A T t h ~~ ~~-, L., Rea din g Cap ita I, ? 1 6 
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2.1.3 Th is proposition is based in part on the view that the stru ctures 
governing the social existence of men are never encountered 
directly - but only through their effects, that is, as absent 
causes, in intaglio, (~c:re~~. (4) 
2.1.4 In the Althusserian problematic, the relationship between men and 
the real world is a 'lived' relationship rather than a 'real' one _ 
thaI" is, men represent to themselves (in ideology) their relation 
to the relations of production in an imaginary way; 
What is represented in ideology is therefore not the 
system of the real relations which govern the existence 
of individuals, but the imaginary relation s of these 
individuals to the real relations which they live. (5) 
2.1.5 Literature, art, etc., draw for their raw materials on the 
representations of these imaginary relations in their various 
productions. That is, the significations which the text works into 
fiction are already deformed representations of the real - what 
Macherey terms the "language of illusion". (6) 
2.1.6 The text thus takes as its object, not the real, but certain signi-
fications by which the real lives itself, i.e., in ideology. History 
( 4) A j t h u sse r, L., ~ e n i ~a_~~ Phi los 0 p h y, p. 237 
(5) ibid., p.165 
(6) liThe language of illusion, the writers raw ma terial, is the 
vehicle and source of everyday ideology - that thing we 
bear within us, which turns us into things as we are carried 
along on the endless stream of this formless discourse, in 
which one image is substituted for another, though the 
middle term which might verify the argument is never 
found ll • Mocherey, op.cit., pp.62-3. 
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e n t e r s the t ext as ide 0 log y - a sap r e 58 n c e d et e r min e d an d d is tor te d 
by its absences. In consequ e nce, as Althusser notes, literature 
can never provide a scientific Know led g e of the wor ld it 
describes but only an experience of the reality of th e ideology of 
that world. 
(7) 
2.1.7 Vv ith such raw ma terials - 'ordinary language', accre d ite d symbol 
and convention, codes of p e rc ep tual an d re p res e ntational habit, 
etc., - it is in e vitable that the literary text will be de limited to 
those permu tations (that is, systems of rela t ionships or combina-
tions) of significations specific to that ideology. Or, put another 
way, th~ raw materials of the text, being derived f rom ide ology, 
bear inscribed in them the limits of their: possible combination; 
these limits precluding precisely those combinations which would 
interrogate the coherence of ideology. (8) The sum o f possible 
combinations constitutes the problematic of ideology, that is, 
its absolute and definite condition of possibility and thus the 
absolute determination of the form in which all 'problems' (9) 
may be posed. 
(7) Aithusser, L., Lenin and Philosophy, p.223 
(8) liThe materials worke-d- bythe text already offer themselves 
in a certain form, as more or less coh e rently ran ked and 
ordered significances ... " Eagleton, op.cit., p.84 
(9) There is a sense in which all I iteraryte~ts may be seen as a 
process of problem setting and problem so lving. As Eagleton 
notes, in anticipation of para 2.2 below "Every text pro -
poses an initial situation which then undergoes some m:;tation; 
in every text som e thing happens ... Bu t problem and 'solution' 
are always given together, as alternative descriptions of the 
works mode of operation on its ideology ... every text is the 
answer to its own question proposing to itself on ly such prob-
I ems as i t can res 0 I v e ,or I e a v e u n res 0 I ve d wit h ou t r a d i c a I -
Iy interrogating the terms of its own problematic". 
- ibid., p p .87-8 
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" 1 "' L. . u The problematic of ideology determines the relation of significa-
tions, one to another, and operates to efface confl ict and contra ~ 
diction by preventing significations from entering into combinations 
(producing meanings) which would interrogate ideology. 
2.1.9 This is not to suggest a conscIous repression but rath8r that the 
visibility of an object, event, etc., in ideology and, mutatis 
mutandis, in a text is determined by whether or not that object 
or event is capable of 'assimilation' by the logic (problematic) 
of ideology. 
2.2 An object or event which cannot be assimilated by the problem-
atic of ideology is either rendered 'invisible' or recast into 
assimilable form. Thus in ideology a problem is "formulated on 
the basis of its 'answc:r', as the exact reflection of that answer, 
- - -----
i. e. not as a real problem but .as the problem that had to be 
posed if the desired ideological solution was to be the solution 
of this problem. II (10) An 'unaswerable' question is recast into 
the form of its predetermined resolution, or else excluded from 
vision ("not seen"). 
2.2.1 "Not-seens" or 'absences' in the vision of a text are accordingly 
not to be accounted for by the intellectual or psychological 
myopia of the writer. They are rather absences structured by 
ideology itself; 
--- ----- ----
(10) Althusser, L., Reading Capital, p.52 - the problematic 
of ideolo~y as a system of questions commanding the 
answers given. 
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New objects and problems ... are invisible because 
they are rejected in principle, repressed from the 
field of the visible and that is why their fleeting 
presence in the field, when it does occur (in very 
peculiar and symptanatic circumstances) goes un-
perceived and becomes literally an undivulgeable 
absence - since the whole function of the field 
(of the problematic) is not to see them, to forbid 
any sighting of them (11) 
2.2.2 Though linvisible l , recast, displaced, etc., the objects and 
2.2.3 
problems which ideology cannot assimilate/cannot see are never-
h I . h . . h' ff I' ( 1 2) t e ess present In t e text In t elr e ects as on a pa Impsest 
in the shadows of their exclusion, as absences, silences, lapses 
or conflicts of meaning resulting from and th ·~reby revealing of 
the partiality of ideology1s field of vision, its "adequation/ 
. d . . '\ . h I" (13) Ina equation vIs-a-vIs t e rea . 
The recognition of the area of shadow in or around 
the work is the initial moment of criticism. (14) 
Sighting of these conflicts of meaning, silences, dissonances, 
etc., (ideology1s symptomatic weaknesses) by a critical reading of 
a text reveals the limits of possibility of the problematic of 
(1 1 ) 
(12 ) 
(1 3) 
(14 ) 
ib i d~, p. 26 
Derrida, J., "Freud and the Scene of Writing" (transl. 
J . L e hun e) Y a I e F r e n c h S tu die s , No. 48 , 1 975 , p. 1 1 1 
Poulantzas, N., Political Power and Social Classes, New 
Left Books, London, 1973, pp.206-7 - If ideology were 
full to the promise of the real it would cease to be ideol-
ogy and become knowledge. ,As Macherey notes: liThe 
image that corresponded perfeci'ly with reality W:) u Id no 
longer be an image: it remains an image by vintue of its 
difference from that which it resembles ll .(op.cit.,p.61) 
Macherey, op.cit., p.82 
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ideology, 
that limit where it ceases to be what it claims to 
be because it has reached back to the very conditions 
of its possibility (15) 
and brings into view the absence - the historical real - which 
ideology seeks to occlude. 
2.2.4 To return to para 2.1.2 and Althusser's proposition of a "second 
text" - the manifest discourse of the text may be seen as a 
'prciduction,(16) of ideology; as a discourse that produces not a 
knowledge of real relations but an experience of the imaginary 
representations of these relations. But it is a text that is always 
decentred and incomplete because structured by what it 'cannot 
say' and 'cannot see'. But in so "not-saying" the text reveals 
in the dissonances, conflicts of meaning, etc., thereby produced, 
its inadequacies vis-a-vis the real; that is, the presence-in-
effects of the absent "not-saids" - the silences (like Godot's) 
wh ich shape speech. 
2.2.5 Thus AI thusser enjoins the reader to a reading of the text in 
which the manifest discourse is read conjointly with the absences, 
lacunae, internal dissonances etc., In which the latter are seen 
(15) ibi~., p.154 
(16) - a production in the sense of, for example, a theatrical 
production of a particular dramatic text. The dramatic text 
de t e r min est hen a tu reo f the p I a y 's pro d u c t ion but the p I a y , s 
production will also determine the character of the text. 
As Eagleton notes; liThe theatrical mode of production in 
no sense merely 'mediates' the text; on the con trary, its 
practices and conventions 'operate' the textual ma terials 
according to an internal logic of the ir own. II op. cit., 
p.66 
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as so many symptoms of the problematic (of ideology) buried in 
the t ext; a s y m p t om a tic rea din g (" I e c tu res y m p tom a I e") w h i c h 
encompasses both the constitutive presences and the constitutive 
lacks; a reading which will make the text say what it has to 
---
say within yJ, at it has left unsaid, which constructs from the 
effects of the 'not-saids ' in the manifest discourse, a second 
si lent discourse, a second text. 
2.2.6 The raw materials of a reading are thu 5, not - as in stru ctural 
analysis - the symmetries of the manifest discourse, but the 
asymmetries, the very incompleteness of the text. 
2.2.7 Stru ctural analysis - in isolating the ~t!hemes of the text and 
reconstructing them into the form of their oppositions and resolu-
tions claims to discover contradictions in the real and their 
ideological resolution. However as has been noted, the contra-
dictions of the real can only be conceived of as an absence -
i.e. experienced in effects, in intaglio. It follows that instead 
of discovering rea! contradictions, structural analysis reconstructs 
the ideological representation of these contradictions, I.e., 
contradictions cast in the form of their preconstituted resolution, 
As Macherey notes; 
the symptomatic weaknesses are not to be located in 
the answers which can always contrive a display of 
impeccable logical coherence; they are to be located 
in the questions which are left unanswered. (17) 
(17) Macherey, o~c i-.!., p. 132 
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2.2.8 The concealed order of the work revealed by stru ctural analysis 
is thus of less significance for a critical reading than the text's 
real determinate disorder. 
the order which it professes is merely an imagined 
order, ~roiected onto disorder, the fictive resolution 
of ideological conflicts; a resolution so precarious that 
it is obvious in the very letter of the text where 
incoherence and incompleteness burst forth. It is no 
longer a question of defects bu t of indispensable 
informers. (18) 
2.2.9 The disarray of the text, its incompleteness - betokened by the 
confrontation of separate meanings - is the inevitable result of 
the text's circling around that of which it cannot speak, the 
a b sen c e tow h i c h the t e )( tu a I dis son a n c e s d raw ott e n t ion . The 
task of criticism is, after Mocherey, to install itself in that very 
incompleteness of the text in order to theorize it - to explain 
the ideological necessity of the "not saids" which constitute the 
principle of the text's identity. 
( 1 8) i ~j ., p. 1 55 
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IDEOLOGY AND THE LITER.ARY TEXT: 
THREE READINGS 
At this point someone will wan t to stop me , arguing 
that what I am drawing from the p lay goes beyond 
the intentions of the author. But. . . (the author's) 
ex p I i cit i n t e r t ion s are u n imp 0 r tan t ~ w hat co u n ts , 
beyond the words, the characters and actions of the 
play, is the internal relation of the basic e lements 
of its stru cture. I wou Id go f urther. It does not 
matter whether (the au t hor) consciously wished for 
this structure, or uncon sciously produced it. It 
constitutes the essence of his work ... The s tructure 
is nowhere exposed, nowhere does it con stitute the 
object of a speech or a dialogue . Now h ere can 
it be perceive d direc t ly in t he pla y as can the 
visible characters or the cou rse of the action. 
But it is there, in t he tacit relation between 
people's time and the l"im e o f the tragedy, in their 
mutual imbalance, in their incessant 'interference' 
and finally in their true and delusive criticism. 
- Lnuis Ali'husser, liThe 'Piccolo Teatro': Bertolozzj and 
Brecht", in For Marx, Allen Lane, the Pengu in Press, 
Lon don, 1 969, p p. 1 4 1 ,- 2 . 
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3 A READIN G - "THE EN D OF A WA '( 8F LIFE" 
3.1 The preceding discussion has noted, inter alia, that ideology 
blinds the text to what it nevertheless 'sees' (without seeing); 
'the non-vision inside vision'. Before proceeding to an analysis 
of ideological effects in literary texts - and as an exercise in 
the cutting of teeth - an attempt is made here to illustrate the 
concept of 'non-vision inside vision' in the context of a news-
paper text (reproduced below). The text has been chosen because 
of the very 'obviousness,(l) of its explanation of the destruction 
of Aboriginal society. 
3.1.1 Text; "The Eild of a Way of Life" reproduced (overleaf) from the 
West Australian, 4 October 1977. 
3.1.2 Nature destroys Aboriginal Society 
If one accepts - as indeed seems obvious - that the last 
Aboriginal couple are the metonymic embodiment of all Ab0riginals 
then it would appear that the end of Aboriginal society is to be 
explained in terms of its destruction by Nature (the severe 
drought), i.e. a Natural destruction, viz., 
(1) obviousness' as the primary ideological effect; "It is indeed a 
peculiarity of ideology that it imposes (without appearing to 
do so, since these are 'obviousnesses') obviousnesses as 
obviousnesses, which we cannot fail to recognize and before 
which we have the inevitable and~atur~- re~cti--z,n of crying 
out (a!oud, or in the 'still, small voice of conscience'); 
"That's obvious'. That's right'. That's true'." At work in this 
reaction is the ideological recognition function which is one 
of the two functions of ideology as such (its inverse being 
the function of misrecognition - meconnaissance)." 
- A I thu sser I L. I Len in and Ph i I o;;Ph-y-;P. 172--
77'J"T\T~ J .. ~" J tL l :' .1 ", .~. ) / 1/' L~.LL.~l V J.UJ~ 
WAY 
By ZOL T AN KOV l .CS 
M - • • • 
\YILVNA: . i'he 11 th-honr .rescue of two 
i\hHr'ir.inc~ (1~~p ' I'n the (Jrought-stricken 
Gibson Desert ·~nds ::\ traditional lifestyle of 
30,CQO )'e.ars or more. ' 
WJrri (abQut 60) and 
:'l is woman Y::ttungka 
'a bout ~~O', were the 
;l.st of the l\Jandjild-
;lra tribe of dcsert no· 
;nads . to live p~rma· 
' n cnlly in the tradition· · 
a l way, . 
They now live in 'Nil-
una among other n1eln· 
berg of their tribe, 
::1 fter a rescue party 
saved them from 
a lmost certain death 
by thirst or starvation in the desert. 
They were forced off 
could reach the mud nt 
. the bottom of the soak 
for water. 
\-Varri cou1<l walk 
only with difficulty, 
could · not throw his 
spear effectively, and 
had many sores ·that 
would not heal because 
'of mo.lnutrition. 
\~larri was naked, 
without even the hair-
belt ususal1y worn by 
desert men when hunt· 
ing. 
.The couple had lived 
. on fruit of the qu<'.n-
dong tree for several 
weel~s, but even the 
supply of these was 
runnin g out. 
' thf'ir homeland by hun·. 
gel' and sickness 
caus('d by C\ drought 
that had dried t.he wat· 
crholes and denuded 
the desert of animal . Thour,h they had per-
life. . ' . sistcntly refused ovpr 
It is bdicv('d that. the : . many years to jOi.n 
two were the last of ot~er r:nem07~rs of thf':r 
the nomads in the vast t~lbe In ~ Illllla, tbs 
\Vcstern Desert area time \~arn agreed to 
of vVA. leave Ills country. 
Warri cmd Yatun;:,:ka 
were separated fn·m 
their tri~e - probably 
30 or 40 ycars ago - -
because they breached 
tribal la''''. 
The Manjil(]jaras at 
\Viluna say tha.t \Varri 
and Yatungka v,,'ere 
the last of their people 
in the desert. 
At soak ' 
Tile . search ' party 
found the couple at a 
soa k in MandjiJdjara 
te rritory ahout ·jSOkm 
n orth·east of Wiluna. 
. A member of the 
party, ' Dr W. Pe<'.51ey 
of Ci t Y Beach, said 
tha t . \Vani and ya.-
tun ~ka Wf'l'e weak and 
e maciated. 
Ylltun .£;l<a w~s the 
~tron ~~ (' )' <'.11<1 .. Illy ~hc 
. Yntu~gka belonged to 
a sectIOn o( the tribe 
that \Varri was forhid-
den to marry. The cou-
pIc avoidf'd members 
of tJw ir trihe fOI' many 
years for ff'ar of pun-
ishment and ostracism. 
Spenrinr. and sOI~Ltl 
sanctions nre the ll ~ l\al 
punishmpn ts for t~is 
type of offence. 
Q /v\"re in pa~c 5; 
see cdsc, page 7 
- from West Australian 
,,/:.;.. ~ :t Dr PCCts]('y nnd four Qo.u. ~y @ t.! CU" frif'lHls.. SO ;-;1(' of whom 
N 
• ", )' han heen ass o('iatl'u in 
;1'(F~ £!I r~ 1 pJ'(~viotls trips thruu{Yh 
III W IiW ~ijufJJS. thc outback, agreed toi~(l 
~~~?rS\!)Irt'F' ,. 
,{ . :" . . ' j c: j $'I <. ' . :, sF' f p . .. ,....., .. ] ~."'~~~ ... \~{~,; ~ I ,·.,.' \ t' ~ :. ': I . 
.. . ..... ·-~-: ... ~~l · 
'I Dr ppa~~p.y, a medical 
practItloner wI . 
stll(j-ujn 10 IS 
" 'd J g anthropolony 
.)cl.l that the r , 
t . search par y w('nt 1.0 the <.ipc:.prt 
a (tel' old Pt:'0plc at Wilu-
na cXI)rA c'~'('(l :r ~ '''' ' J • cars f . \Yarri and ''1 t . 01 a ungka. I 
The old pCDple said the 
?ro,ught would malce it 
/aldd for the couple to 
~'~te en~ug~. food . . and 
th 1', especl.11Iy Without 
pe~Pl~~elp of younger 
4 october 1977 
on the search \vith till 
trib~l ('IdeI' :'.iudjon (als l I 
known as Freddie). 
fhe party tra.eked tll<' I 
~ouple from O'1p. dri t'1 1 
waterhole to ~nother Wi 
a smoke sj~llal fro m 
Wnrri an~\','el'ed nnE' sen! 
up by th,:, s t~:ln:hers. 
vVarl'i nnd Yatun e-lm 
are sUll sl.lfierin~ the' ef· 
fel.:ts of their ordmll :'lf ~t.! r 
Hbout six weeks in \Vilu-
na. Doth are sUB very 
thin and ·,'.'0.ak and botL 
have pncumolliil. 
But food, water nnrl 
medical atfc'ntinll 'Ht' 
'. rC3dily :l.vaiJahk . 
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They were forced off their homeland by hunger 
and sickness caused by a drought that had dried 
the waterholes and denuded the desert of animal 
life. (para 14) 
3.1.3 The asymmetrical relationship of the Anoriginal couple to Nature 
is signified by, inter alia, their inability to obtain food and 
water (sustenance); the 'desert man~s' inability to walk without 
difficulty on the land from which he once drew strength/2 ) the 
hunter's inability to 'throw' his spear effectively'; the absence of 
'even the hair belt usually worn by desert men when hunting'; 
the implied dependence of a 'warrior' on a woman ('only she 
could reach the mud at the bottom of the soak for water,)(3) etc. 
These combine to signify an unnatural situation, an asymmetry 
with Nature (and implicitly a once natural harmony). 
3.1.4 Yet in proposing that the Aboriginal way of life was destroyed 
by Nature and Na i"ure alone, the text also notes, on the contrary, 
that the Aboriginal way of I ife ended because the couple were 
without the assistance of affines or cognates . 
- VIZ., 
the droucght wou I d make it hard for the cou pie to fi n d 
enough food and water, especially without the help 
of the younger people. (para 18) 
T2) It might be observed, tangentially, that inability to walk 
without difficulty is used here to opposite effect to that 
usual in myth, where, as Levi-Strauss notes, autochthonic 
symmetry with Nature is signified by men who cannot walk 
or walk clumsily. - Levi-Strauss, Structural Anthropology, 
Allen Lane the Pengu in Press, London, 1969, p. 
(3) The text overlooks the fact that in the division of labour in 
Aboriginal society this is - in any case- women's work. 
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3.1.5 Th is is to sugg e st that I not'" ature (the drought) I bu t the dis-
integration of Aboriginal social organization was responsible for 
the non-viability of P-.boriginal life in the desert - and thus 
responsible for the end of the traditional Aboriginal way of life. 
3.1.6 This latter proposition is in fact a correct answer (4) - but it is 
an answer to a question which the text does not pose. Moreover 
it creates a new latent question ("What is to account for the 
destruction of Aboriginal social organization?i!). However both 
the answer and the new latent question remain invisible/not-said 
in the text because invisible to the problematic of the ideology 
of which the text is a production. 
3.1.7 That is, the answer and latent question are invisible to the text 
be c au set h e t ext, 0 per at i n g wit h i nth e . t err a i n 0 f apr 0 b I e mat i c 
which proposes the Natural destruction of Aboriginal society, is 
unable to see (conflicting) propositions which go beyond its limits 
of coherence (its field of visi;Jn). 
3.1.8 To the extent to which the text is able to 'see' the destruction 
of Aboriginal social organization, it 'sees' it only in terms recast 
into their preconstituted resolution within the problematic of the 
ideology it uses - . I • e . , as a disintegration originating within 
(4) ~s th2 18ader of the 'rescue' party (Dr Peasley) later observed, 
the social and economic pressures of the dominant society on 
Aboriginal society have left "too few (in the desert) to 
maintain a viable social structure, too few to perform the 
ceremonies so necessary if the rains were to come and the 
natural species to increase. " (The Bulletin, 28 March 1178) 
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Aboriginal culture (viz., the couple have no cognates or affines 
because they have 'breached tribal law ' ). (5) 
3.1.9 From ovtside the terrain of the problematic governing the text it 
is possible to pose the latent question of the text concerning the 
causes of the destruction of P· boriginal social organization and 
the consequent destruction of Aboriginal harmony with ~ature 
and to see this as a consequence of the conflict of two economic 
and cultural formations (Aboriginal and European Australian) for 
the same !and and the subsequent dispossession of Aboriginal 
society of the land which, as Stanner notes, 
formed part of a set of constants without which no 
affiliation of any person to any other person, no link 
in the whole network of relationships, no part of the 
complex structure of social groups, any longer had all 
its co-ordinates. (6) 
:) . 2 The s e , howe ve r, are pro p 0 sit i o-n s w hie h the t ext can not see 
without stepping beyond the boundaries of its own coherence. 
In consequence the conflict of European-Australian and Aboriginal 
soc i e tie sis I see n lin the t ext 0 n I yin the for m i fit s pre con s t i tu ted 
Thus where 
European Australians are seen in relation to Aboriginal society it 
is in the role either of Irescue partyl mediating the (displaceci) 
opposition I'i ature v. Culture, or in the form of a mutual non-
antagon ism, . V I Z • , as a white/black mediation - "Dr Pleasey ... 
(5) in ract, as a subsequent article reveals, the couple had 
several children who had been removed from the desert by 
Europeans and taken to VI/ iluna (Australian Post, 23 March 
1978) ---------
(6) f~%~ne)r_). ~ '.S . H ., After The Dream ing, A. B. C " Sydney, 
I 
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who iss tu d Y i n g a ~ t h r 0 polo g y" (p a r a 1 7) 0 r a s a b I a c k/ w hit e 
mediation - "the tribal elder M v djon (also known as Freddie). II 
(para 19 ) 
3.2.1 The inability of the text to see what it sees-without-seeing, its 
non-vision inside vision, is then a consequence of tt he operation 
of the problematic of ideology through its signifying practices 
excluding meanings which would interrogate its coherence. 
\Vithin these limits the destruction of Aboriginal society is seen 
as a natural process. Questions and answers which conf lict with 
the ideological proposition of a natural destruction of Aboriginal 
society are recast into the form of their resolution within this 
problematic or remain invisible/not said. 
3 • 2 . 2 T h u s a r e new e d his tor i c a I con f I i c t be tw f.: e nAb 0 rig ina I and w hit e 
society (between land rights and mining rights)(7) is displaced in to 
a natural conflict, affirming in turn the rule that in ideology all 
historical contingency is natural ized. H istory becomes Nature. 
(7) in which (in wha t Sranner has called the "cult of dis-
remembering ll ) Aboriginal territory is again seen as "waste 
and desert" IIwaste and unoccupied " (unoccupiable) and in 
which Aborigina l removal from the land is seen as a consen t e td-
to removal from IIdeep in the drought stri cken ... desert " to a 
place where lI orood wa t er and medical attention are readily 
ava i lable ll (the artificial problem and resolu t ion of the text). 
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A READING - "ROCKY" 4. 
4.1 This section attempts a reading of a film narrative, Rocky. It 
should however be noted from the outset that this attempt falls 
sharf of a film Ireading l as espoused by, for example, the 
collective of Cahiers du Cinema who suggest a reading of film 
scenes in their fictional chronological order, in order to discuss 
the main determinant moments of the film1s process of becoming-
( 1 ) 
a-text. The analysis that follows is, on the contrary, a 
synchronic one, referring simultaneously to all the scenes involved 
in its discussion of the determinations of the text. 
4.1.1 Moreover it remains tainted by its origins in structural analysis. 
That is, the original analysis was produced by; 
- determining my themes (with which and in which the elements 
of information are classified) by an oscillation between the 
hypothetical categories of an ~riori systematization on 
the one hand, and the very information that conveys mean-
ing (the film text) to the degree that it contains a semantic 
or lobjective l structure of meanings; 
the neglect of certain aspects of the content of the text in 
order to place emphasis on others as significant, in the 
construction of my themes; 
- the elimination of hypothetical my themes as the growth in 
(1) c.f. Editorial Collective of Cahiers du Cinema, "John Ford1s 
You n g M r Lin col n" inS ere en, V 0 I . 1 3 No.3, A u tu m n 1 972 
-----
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information enables the establishment of stable 'bundles of 
I . , (2) re atlons . 
4.1.2 It is the neglect of certain aspects of the content of the text, 
the elements which do not inhere to the emerging (hy?othetical) 
my themes :(i.e., the dissonances, asymmetries, etc.,) which, as 
notoed in para 2.2.6 distinguishes a structural analysis from a 
'reading' as proposed by, for exam,Jle, Macherey. 
4.1.3 In the analysis which follows, an attempt has been made to 
redeem what was originally a structural ana lysis by using the 
structure it proposes (based on symmetries) as a means of givi~~ 
form to the asymmetrical elements of the text. These asymmetric-
al elements are then seen as signifiers of the presence of ideology 
in the text, - its symptomatic weaknesses. The analysis then 
seeks to theorize the ideological necessity of the disorder of 
the text. 
ROCKY 
4.1.4 In Rock~ the eponymous hero is an immigrant Italian (socially 
disadvantaged), professiona l boxer, whose left-handedness 
(2) Levi Sh-auss, C., Structural Anthropology, Allen Lane 
the Penguin Press, London, 1968 p.211 et seq. 
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signifies his determined professional/economic disadvantage -
'Nobody will fight a south-pawl. He is also celibate. These 
characteristics signify Rocky's oblique relation to 'normal ' 
American male stereotypes. 
4.1.5 A similar gaucheness typifies all ghetto-dwellers in the film - to 
the extent that 'normal ' black-white relations are inverted in 
entirety. Thus, for example, 
(i) the white boxing entrepreneur is protrayed as subservient 
to the black boxing champion; 
(ii) the white male television crew is subservient to the 
black female interviewer; 
(iii) the white hero is dependent for his professional and 
social elevation on the black boxer, Apollo Creed; 
(iv) Apollo Creed appears in the boxing ring dressed as a 
'negative exposure l of George Washington and 'Uncle 
Sam' distributing money to the 'poor' white audience 
(Black as patron of white); 
4.1.6 In this and similar manner the film establishes the direct inversion 
of 'normal ' relations of black to white - an inversion signified 
most clearly when Rocky arrives at the gymnasium to find that 
his locker (a symbol of prestige) has been reallocated to a black 
boxer, called Dipper. Rocky's boxing equipment has in turn been 
placed on 'skid row ' . On the basis of nomenclature alone the 
nor m a lim p lie d rei at ion bet wee n Roc k y and Dip per w ou I d be 
Rocky = High (= White) Dipper = Low (= Black) 
but is here directly inverted such that; 
Rocky = Low (= White) Dipper = High (= Black) 
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This inversion is summarized by the trainer/manager who comments 
liD . I' b II ipper IS a c 1m er . To complete the equation Rocky must be 
a 'dipper'. 
4.1.7 Within this upside down 'looking glass' reality of the film's text 
two transformations begin to take place. Two 'matches' are 
arranged -
(i) one between Rocky and Apollo Creed, when the former 
is chosen by the ratter to fight him for the world heavy-
weight boxing championship; 
(ii) the other between Rocky and Adriane, when the former 
becomes romantically involved with the latter. 
Both matches become vehicles for the transformation of Rocky and 
Adriane - though Adriane's is essentially the transformation of 
Rocky's sexual alter ego (3) 
4.1.8 In Adriane's case, her physical . transformation (from a drab be-
spectacled recluse to Rocky's sexua l partner) takes place in a 
well worn film cliche - he removes her g lasses, lets down her 
hair, etc.. A!ong with the Cinderella-like transformation that 
follows is an apparent cure for her 'bl indness' . That is, she is 
never again seen wearing the previously indispensable glasses 
and one assumes that she no longer needs them. With 'new eyes' 
A d r i an e is s ~_m b 0 I i c a II y r e born . 
( 3 ) T h at Ad ria n e is s t rue tu r a II y on e and the same as Roc k y is 
signified thus; Adriane's mother has advised her that 
because she has not 'much of a body' she should develop 
her brain. Rocky's father has advised him that since he 
has not 'much of a brain' he should develop his body. 
For Rocky, he and Adriane are complementary - 'She's got 
gaps. I got gaps. T oge ther we fi II gaps.' 
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4.1.9 The initiation of this transformation is signalled as Adriane takes 
a (last) look at her (old) self in a hall-mirror prior to her first 
rendezvous with Rocky. $0 also, the process of his transformation 
begins when Rocky (described by a television commentator as "an 
underdog living a Cinderella story") kneels before his dressing 
room mirror prior to his 'rendezvous' with Apollo Creed. 
4.2 These glimpses in the mirror appear to have the effect of invert-
Ing the already inverse 'real ity' of the film. Adriane as lonely 
celibate is affirmed as Rocky's lover. Rocky as fighter manqu€ 
is affirmed as championship boxer etc .. 
4.2.1 Rocky's transformation appropriately takes place in an arena (the 
boxing ring) which for generations of American immigrants and 
blacks has been one of the major avenues of social advancement. 
Indeed the boxing ring could reasonably be claimed as consumate 
symbol - in American iconography - of free competition and 
equality of opportunity. The combatants enter it, not so much 
as champion and contender (i .e. in a hierarchically determined 
relationship) than as 'equals', submitting themselves to the 
'natural laws' of free competition and survival of the fittest. 
Hierarchically determined relationships (champion/contender) 
dissolve in the 'melting pot' of sporting competition to be affirmed 
or newly constituted at the moment of victory. 
4.2.2 Rocky's transformation takes place in ritual and is marked, as In 
r i tu a I, by ph y sic a I e v i de n c e t hat a t ran sf 0 r mat i on h as be e n 
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effected. Thus; 
(i) In the penultimate round, Rocky says to his' seconds' 
"I can see nothing. Open my eyes. Cut me." The 
subsequent cutting open of his eyes signifies the ritual 
completion of his rebirth, a rite de passage to a new 
and higher form of existence. This can be compared to 
the loss of blindness which signifies Adriane's transforma-
ti on; 
(ii)in the fight, Rocky's nose - which had remained un-
broken throughout his boxing career (a fact which the 
film reiterates several times despite its apparent . In-
significance) is finally broken and bears witness to his 
transformation to higher social, economic and sexual 
s ta tu s . 
4.2.3 The hero sustaining a branding mark ('the broken nose') as a sign 
of transformation, is, according to Vladimir Propp, characteristic 
of the folktale. In ract, the basic elements of the film Rocky 
correspond to Propp's Morphology of the Folktale, (4) in particular 
sections XV-XiX, viz., 
the hero is absent from home .. 
XV the hero is transferred from 
one place to another to his 
object of search ; 
Rocky as Italian migrant in 
America in search of fortune; 
Rocky is transferred from 'skid 
row' to a place of opportunity 
(the championship boxing 
match) and thus close to his 
obi e c i' 0 f sea r c h (f 0 r tu n e ) ; 
(4) Propp, V., "Morphology of the Folktale" (trans. L. Scott) 
in I nternati ona I Jou rna l of Ameri can L i ngu i sti cs, Vo I. XX iV, 
No.4, October 1958. 
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XVI combat of hero and villain 
XVII the branding of the hero 
(ge~erally it is a brand on the 
body) 
XVIII the villain is defeated 
XIX the liquidation of the 
in i t i a I m i sf or tu n e or nee d . 
The m isfortu ne or need had 
arisen because of the initial 
absence of the hero from home 
Rocky v. Apollo Creed; 
the broken nose 
Ro cky's de facto victory 
Rocky's misfortune (poverty, 
cGlibacy etc.) arising from 
his position as immigrant in 
another country (Ita!ian in 
America) is erased. By his 
victory he wins riches and 
success. 
In varies from this morphology in that "the villain" IS not defeated. 
Rocky's victory IS de facto rather than de lure. 
4.2.4 Thus despite Apollo Creed's claim that he would finish the fight 
in the third round, it continues for the full period. At a point 
immediately prior to the fight Rocky transfers his objective from 
outright victory to - "All I want to do is last the distance." 
He succeeds in 'lasting the distance' but fails to win the match. 
He thu s both su cceeds and fa ils. The text draws back from an 
unambiguous conclusion to the transformation that it had promised 
- yet at the same time his victory and transformation are seen 
to be complete. Not only has he lasted the distance but in-
flicted a crippling wound on his opponent. Though runner-up he 
wins a purse of $150,000, thereby effecting his economic and 
social transformation. Through Adriane he has also achieved 
transformation from celibacy to full adult sexuality. But, 
significantly he nevertheless fails to win the fight. 
4.2.5 Thus; 
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Rocky as poor white 
Rocky as cel ibate 
is transformed 
into 
is transformed 
into 
Rocky as fighter manque is 
transformed 
into 
Rocky plus $ 150,000 
(Rocky Rockefe II er) 
Rocky as the fu Ily 
fledged "Ita l ian 
Stall ion II (of his 
professional fighting 
name). 
Rocky as champ ion 
boxer (Rocky Marciano, 
Rocky Graziano). 
It appears then that the transformation promised by the text has 
been fulfilled - but it remains that it has not. 
4.2.6 A victory by Rocky promises not only to effect his transformation 
but also the transformation of the inverse 'reality' of the film -
a victory of white over black inverting the 'perverse' oppositions 
of the text (viz., black:high/white:low). The film tactically 
retreats from such a denouement. Rocky loses the fight but is 
made to appear to have won by a fi I m i c tromp~ _~~e i I - a 
falsified outcome apparently true to the promise of the text but 
u nfu Ifi II ed, in comp I ete . With Apollo Creed's vi ctory bl ack 
remains high. (5) 
4.2.7 This inability to fulfil its promise explains the text's projection 
into significance of objects (such as 'the unbroken nose') whose 
changed status ('the broken nose') create the illusion of a trans-
formation which the narrative is otherwise unable to effect. 
(5) Apollo remains as in myth the sun god and defender of 
the Creed. 
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4.2.8 Related to this narrative inability to effect the transformation it 
has promised is the fact that the film never steps outside the 
confines of the ghetto. The slum midden is the only perspective, 
the only reality of the film and as Tom Milne notes the viewer 
relaxes into its cosmetically charming environment with the feeling 
that it IS a satisfying and fulfilling (and therefore complete/self-
I d) Id " If (6) Th Id 'd h h f enc ose wor In Itse . e wor outSI e t e g etto, 0 
rich and middle-class America never impinges into the textual 
'real' - nor do its habituees (or when they do - as the opulent 
audience of the world championship match - are literally bathed 
in the shadows of exclusion (7) or, as noted in para 4.1.5 (iv) 
above, recast as 'poor whites'). 
4.2.9 It is suggested that 
the exclusion of affluent whites from the field of the 
vis i b lei nth e t ext; a n-d 
the narrative's inability to complete the transformation 
it has promised; 
are absences and incompletenesses dictated by - an·d therefore 
symptomatic of - the ideology of which the film's text is a 
production. 
(6) 
(7) 
UWr;; are, in effect invited to view the world thr::>ugh Rocky's 
mind, and we look at his slum midden with the peeling 
walls and stinking garbage and the toughs hanging round 
every corner and we see that it is good. II 
- Milne, T., IIRockyll in Monthly Film Bulletin, .A.pril 1977. 
shrouded in darkness around the well-lit boxing ring. 
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4.3 It is suggested that Rocky cannot win (must come secon J) b e cavsc 
hi s outright victory would invert the (distorted ) textual relation 
of black to white and by t hus establishing the primacy of white 
over black (i .e. the real relations of the general Am e rican social 
Forma t ion) bring into the field of the visible ( - in t o the film 
'ghetto' ) the ab~~~e which constitutes the very principle o f the 
text's identity viz., the rea l (class) rela t ions of domination and 
subordination. 
4.3.1 Marcuse notes in his discll ssion of the ghetto(9) that the dynamics 
of late capitalism and the struggle for internal colonization rely 
on colour lines becoming economic and political realities and 
race conflicts replacing class conflicts. The ideology of which 
the film Rocky is a production seeks in simi lar vein to ensure 
that 'poor-white' social and economic disadvantage is measured 
against the social and economic position of their fellow ghetto 
dwellers - the blacks - rather than against the broader affluent 
and predominan t ly white American society. Tha t is, by occluding 
the world outside the ghetto the text seeks to displace inequal-
ities which are class based into inequalities which are based on 
race. Hence the 'perverse' oppositions, the textua : retreat from 
a victory by Rocky and th e confined-to-the-ghetto limits of the 
narrative. 
4 .3.2 The film cannot see beyond the ghetto and - despite the promise 
(8) Marcuse, H., An Essay on Liberation, Allen Lane the 
Penguin Press, London, 1 969-pp57-58. 
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of the text - Rocky cannot wIn (except by a tromp e l'oeil) 
because of the ideological necessity of occluding such elements 
of the real as would permit white poverty to be measured (against 
white affluence) independently of race - that is, in class terms. 
1')8 
-,L. -
5 A READING - "NORTH": INTRO_DUCI!?N 
The reading that follows is of a sequenc~ of eighteen poems 
which form the first of two cycles of poems in No~~~ the most 
recent collection of the Northern Irish poet Seamu s Heaney. (1) 
A schematic use of psychoanalytical categories has been made in 
order to illustrate the decentred structure of the text. It is 
emphasized however that the following is not intended as a 
psychoanalytical reading of the text - the categories are applied 
only as an ordering device. 
The reading relates solely to the narrative struclure of the poems. 
For ease of reference, the text of each poem has been placed in 
front of the transl iteration offered. 
------- -----
(1) Heaney,S., Nortb., Faber, London, 1975. 
6 
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1/ NOR T H 1/ : T RA 0J S LIT ERA T lO N 0 f TH E POE M S 
Countries are either mothers or fathers, and engender 
the emotional bristle secretly reserved for either sire. 
Ireland has always been a woman, a womb, a cave, 
a cow, a Rosaleen, a sow, a bride, a harlot, and 
of course, the gaunt Hag of Beare. Originally a 
land of woods and thickets, such as Orpheus had 
seen when prescribing the voyage of Jason, through 
a misted atmosphere. She is thought to have known 
invasion from the time when the Ice AS)e ended and 
the improving climate allowe:d deer to throng her 
dense forests. These infiltrations have been told and 
fabricated by men and · by mediums who describe the 
violation of her body and sou I. 
Edna O'Brien, Mother Ireland, Penguin, Harmondsworth, 
1 976, p. 1 1 
John Synge, I and Augusta Gregory thought 
All that we did, all that we said or sang 
Must come -from contact with the soil, from that 
Contact everything Antaeus-like grew strong 
- W. B. Yeats, liThe M'J nicipal Ga l lery Revisited", 
Collected Poems, Macmillan, London 1955. 
ANTAEUS 
When I lie on the ground 
I rise flushed as a rose in the morning. 
In fights I arrange a fall on the ring 
To rub myself with sand 
That is operative 
As an elixir. I cannot be weaned 
Off the earth's long contour, her river-veins. 
Down here in my cave 
Girdered with root and rock 
I am cradled in the dark that wombed me 
And nurtured in every artery 
Like a small hillock. 
Let each new hero come 
Seeking the golden apples and Atlas. 
He must wrestle with me before he pass 
Into that realm of fame 
Among sky-born and royal: 
He may well throw me and renew my birth 
But let him not plan, lifting me off the earth, 
My elevation, my fall. I 
1966 
Repr o duction I 
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6.2 "Antaeus. II - transl iteration (see Reprodu cti~!) 
6.2.1 Antaeus springs from the Mother Earth and returns to her to be 
reborn, signifying a closed Oedipal world of progeneration, a 
world before fathers (autochthonous birth); a prelapsarian Eden 
before the 'shock of gender' and a world without even the most 
basic of oppositi ons - life/death. 
6.2.2 Thus to fall to the ground is to II r ise flushed as a rose In the 
morning. II A fall is a renewal· ,
. I arrange a fallon the ring 
To rub myself with sand. 
That is operative 
As an elixir. 
To 'die' (the word is without meaning In Antaeus' world and so 
is absent from the poem), to IIfall", is to "renew my birth." 
6.2.3 Antaeus' world may accordingly be represented as one of perpetual 
renewal through the MO i'her Earth; . VIZ. , 
MOTHER/EA~TH 
(.1-) i 1 (~l
SON/ANTAEUS 
- a process based on the life cycle of Nature; the fruit (son) 
falls to the earth (Mother) to be born again (the seed of the new 
tre e) . 
6.2.4 The resemblance of this self-renewing world to pre-invasion 
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Gc e !ic Ireland (a not fortuitous resembiance as will be shown) 
is evident from the myths and legends of a society based on the 
worship of female goddesses such as Mother Earth ; a society 
where death promised renewal(2); a primitive communist society In 
which grandparents, parents and children each held title to land 
su ch tha t sons need not rival fathers for access to the earth (3); 
a society characterized by a "powerful racial, linguistic and 
. If" (4) . . t th t sentlmenta sense 0 oneness ; In summary, a socle y a "one 
. h h· I mIg t t InK ... was Elysium and the Hesperides and Olympus and 
Arcadia all in one, that the last poor poetasters are forever 
b ·1· d I . . ,,(5) ewal Ing an eu ogislng. 
6.2.5 Moreover, the resemblance of the world of Antaeus and the pre-
lapsarian world of the Gaelic myths to the Oedipal world of the 
child is also - as will be shown - not simply coincidental. The 
Oedipal world of the child is characterized by Freud as "free from 
(2) O'Faolin, 5., The Irish, Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1947, p.19. 
(3) Following the invasions and the destruction of Celtic law 
and ownership patterns, the succession of the sons to owner-
ship of the land became dependent on the father's death. 
Marriage before the father's death thus became problematic. 
Brody notes the consequent subservience of sons to fathers 
in all things. "Until a son marries he remains in this sub-
servience. And marriage was a long time coming. The son 
who was waiting for the inheritance had to wait as a 'boy' 
for as much as twenty-five or thirty years. II (Innishkillaine, 
Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1970 p. 109). The imp l ication 
ror Irish Nationalist ideology was tha t for Iboysl to become 
men they must repossess the land and thereby renewal 
through the overthrow of the Father who 'dispossessed ' them 
(viz., Eng land) 
(4) 0 I F a 0 lin, op. cit., p. 1 9 . 
( 5) i bid., p. 84-- ---
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all dualisms ll , where flesh and spirit, rea l ity and pleasure, 
subject and object, are one; a world before the father and the 
threat of castration and therefore free of sexual differentiation 
and the knowledge of death; - a world characterized by a IIprimitive 
undifferentiated fusion of the two instincts (Eros and Thanatos), 
a fusion In which they are not mutually antagonistic.... The 
relation of the child to his mother's breast remains our ideal 
b · h" If' II (6) ecause It represents suc. an Instlnctua uslon.... ; In br ief 
a world without death, a world of perpetual renewal, a world 
without oppositions. 
6.2.6 The poem Antaeus is the first of the sequence and positioned at 
the head of the text provides a glimpse of a world that was, and 
has been lost. The text itself is the site of the nightmare that 
follows - a world of conflicts and dark fury, oscillating between 
IIbeauty and atrocityll, II10ve and terrorll. Eros and Thanatos 
which existed in mutual non-an tagonism In the unitary world of 
the child ~ are thrown into antagonism. 
6.2.7 The force that shatters this unitary world into a IIdream of lossll -
that in Yeats' terms, shatters the primal unity of Gaelic man and 
N a tu r e - is the i n va din g fat her. 
(6) Brown, N. 0., Life Against Death, Sphere, London, 1968, 
p. 105 
HERCULES AND 
ANTAEUS 
Sky-born and royal, 
snake-choker, dung-heaver, 
his mind big with golden apples) 
his future hung with trophies, 
Hercules has the measure 
of resistance and black powers 
feeding off the territory. 
Antaeus, the mould-hugger, 
is weaned at last: 
a fall was a renewal 
but now he is raised up-
the challenger's intelligence 
is a spur of light, 
a blue prong graiping him 
out of his element 
in to a dream of loss 
and origins-the cradling dark, 
the river-veins, the secret gullies 
of his strength, 
the hatching grounds 
of cave and sou terrain, 
he has bequeathed it all 
to elegists. Balor will die 
and Byrthnoth and Sitting Bull. 
Hercules lifts his arms 
in a remorseless V, 
his triumph unassailed 
by the powers he has shaken 
and lifts and banks Antaeus 
high as a profiled ridge, 
a sleeping. giant, 
pap for the dispossessed. 
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6.3 "Hercules and Antaeus." - transliteration (see Repro~uction 2) 
6.3.1 The autochthonous world of Antaeus - a world without fathers -
is invaded by the potent male figure of Hercules. 
6.3.2 Whereas Anateus IS integral to the Earth (i .e., he is also the 
Earth - "a smell hillock") Hercules is not of the Earth out from 
the Sky (Father Sky of the Greek myths seeking union with Mother 
Earth). Hercules seeks, in 'union with the Earth, material 
possession and the means of renewal ("his mind big with golden 
a p pie s /h is f u i·u r e hun 9 wit h t r 0 phi e s "; " see kin g the go Ide nap pie s 
and Atlas"; and re-entry to the Sky, signifying resurrection). 
6.3.3 Antaeus, for whom a Fall is a renewal but an elevation is a fall 
(non-renewal) is forcibly separated from the source of his renewal 
(the Earth) by Hercules. Lifted and separated from the Earth 
Mother he is "weaned at last" -
H ercu I es. 
lifts and banks Antaeus 
high as a profiled ridge 
a sleeping giant. ... 
No longer of the Earth nor of the sky, Antaeus is suspended 
between pagan rebirth and Christian resurrection, dead bu t not 
renewed by either Earth or Sky - a sleeping giant in a "dream 
of loss", Antaeus lies suspended in limbo. 
6.3.4 Hercules inherits the Earth Mother through the dispossession of 
Antaeus and passes "into that realm of fame/Among sky-born and 
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royal". (i. e., he is resurrected/renewed). In the process he has 
shattered the unitary world that pre-existed his arrival replacing 
' oneness' with 'otherness' and introducing the knowledge of that 
fundamental of oppositions - life;death. Th e IIhatching grounds" 
and world of aiJtochthony are 
....... bequeathed ... 
to elegists. Balor will die 
and Byrthnoth and Sitting Bull. 
6.3.5 Renewal is no longer by reassociation with the Earth bu t by en i-ry 
to the Sky - Heaven vanishes from Eden following the Fall/ 
I . (7) ,. I . h S k Ad' h t: II e evatlon to tat(e Its p ace In t e y. n lust as tel a 
from Eden was preceded by and consequent upon the "shock of 
gender" so too An taiJes' elevation/fall follows the knowledge of 
sexual differentiation in trodu ced by Hercu les the "snake choker", 
the "remorseless", assailing, castrating father. 
6.3.6 The struggle for the Earth M (lther enacted between the "mould-
hugger" Antaeus and the invading Hercules (Father Sky) closely 
resembles the struggle of father and son for possession of the 
mother in the period of the castration complex. Antaeus' dis-
possession of the Mother by Hercules resemb les "the father's 
invasion in1' o the world of the child" following which lithe dream 
of narcissistic omnipotence in a world of love and pleasure", 
I'the dialectica l unity between union an d separateness, between 
interdependence 
is broken. I' (8) 
an d dep e n -J ence, between species and individual 
The dream of perpetual renewal through reunion 
(7) 
(8) 
II I . my e evatlon, my fall" 
Brown, N. 0 . op. cit., p. 117 
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wit h the mot her is los t . W 11 a t the cas t rat ion com pie x s hat t e r SIS 
the infantile solution to the problem of death. Return to the 
mother - Antaeus' elixir, - is made impossible by the intervention 
of the father and the threat of c~stration. 
6.3.7 Castration, by removing the means of reassociation with the 
mother removes for ever the possibility of rebirth. Antaeus' 
predicament of reconciling his wish for reunion with the mother 
(renewal) with the fear of castration/death is signified by his 
position in limbo, i.e., with the knowledge of death but unable 
to obtain frisk renewal. The poem "Graubelle Mcm" depicts 
'Antaeus' in his predicament, in limbo. 
TI-IE G RA UBALLE !\11\N 
As if he h:1d been poured 
in tar, he lies 
on :1 pillow of tu rf 
and seem to weep 
the b];:Kk river of himseJ( 
The gr3in of his wrists 
is like hog o:1k, 
the ball of hi s heel 
like a ba<;alt ea u . OD 
1--L" instep has shrunk 
cold as a s\van's foot 
or a wet swamp root. 
His hips are the ridge 
and purse of a mussel, 
ws spi ne an eel arrested 
under a glisten of mud. 
The head lift", 
the chin is a vi-;or 
raised abo\-'e the 'Tnt . 
of his slashed throat 
1 ~ , I L-J {: :. i I I r I ~) 
that has tanned and toughened. 
The cured wound 
opens inwards to a dark 
elderberry place. 
Who will say 'corpse' 
to his vivid cast? 
Who will say 'body' 
to his opaque r~se? 
And his rusted hair, 
a mat unlikely 
as a foetus's. 
I first saw his twisted face 
in a photograph, 
a head and shoulder 
out of the peat, 
bruised like a forceps baby, 
but now he lies 
perfected in my memory, 
down to the red horn 
of his nails, 
hung in the scales 
with beauty and atrocity: 
with 'he Dying Gaul 
too strictly compassed 
on his shield, 
with the actual weight 
of each hooded victim, 
slashed and dumpcJ. 
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6.4 "Graubelle Man ll - transliteration (see Reproduction 3) 
6.4.1 The Graubelle Man (9) IS petrified In motion 
As if he had been poured In tar 
- that motion being the process of his becoming (he Iiseems to 
wee p/ the b I a c k r i ve r 0 f him s elf . II) but apr 0 c e s s 0 f bee 0 min g 
that has been ossified (in hardening tar.) (10) 
6.4.2 liThe grain of his wrists " resembles "bog OOkll, oak preserved in 
the state of its decay neither alive (the bough) nor dead 
(de compose d). liThe ball of his heel " resembles a IIbasalt egg ll -
a petrified embryo. "H' IS hips are the ridge/and purse of a 
mussel " that is, of a living stone (life entrapped in a solid shell 
(death) ). 
"His spine, an eel arrested ll , petrified in motion. 
(9) refer to description of lithe Graubelle Man ll in Glob, 
P.V., The Bog people, Faber, London 1969 pp.41-57. 
This text, which Heaney a .cknowledges as a major source, 
sets out the oppositions birth:death vis"b--vis Graubelle Man 
echoed in Heaneyls poem. Thus Glob notes that the 
Graubelle Man lay 'naked as the day he was born, during 
the centuries he lay in his bog grave. U (p.41) IILike his 
finger prints, the lines on the soles of the Graubelle Manis 
feet were as sharp as when they were formed in the embryo, 
more than one and a half centuries ago. II (p.49) lIHis death 
took place at the time of the mid-winter celebrations whose 
purpose was to hasten the coming of Spring ... men chosen 
for sacrifice were given a special meal, made up of the 
seeds of the wild and cultivated plants before being ronse-
crated through death to the deities who controlled the 
earth ls in:rease.· (p.57) 
(10) in the text the IIblack river ll signifies the process of 
renewal after death and the "black glacierll signifies 
petrification in the sta t e of death - see paras 6.8.1 and 
6.1 3.4 be I ow . 
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6.4.3 In limbo, death is not associated with the promise of renewal. 
Death is thus, not an opening into renewed life but a closing. 
S i mil a r I y 't h eve n t / 0 f his s I ash edt h r 0 at" ( the s y m b 0 I 0 f his d eat h ) 
IS petrified ("tanned and toughened") a wound "cured" but ,'cure d ' 
as fish are cured (preserved); the vent opens not outwards (to 
r e new a I) but " 0 pen sin war d s to a dar k e I·-d e r b err y p I aCe ", the 
elderberry being, in Irish custom both the sign of renewal and of 
the end of life (11) - the mediation or denegration of both. 
6.4.4 Thus caught, In limbo, 
W h o will say 'corpse' 
to his vivid cast 
-~-
Who will say 'body' 
to his opaque repose. ( 1 2) 
6.4.5 Is he then dead or alive or neither? His hair is 'rusted' (a sign 
of dec a y) but h air 0 n a cor p s e? - as': u n I ike I y a s a foe tu s ' s . " 
The foetus signifies a position in limbo, suspended before birth 
and because unborn and not alive, technically dead, awaiting 
birth into the process of dying. (13) 
(11) E .Estyn-Evans (another malor source for Heaney) notes that 
the elderberry, rowan, etc., are 'symbols of the farming 
year, their white blossoms a sign of spring and the end of 
killing frosts, their red berries a token of the fulfilment of 
harvest and the promise of renewed life. J Esiyn-Evans, E., 
Irish Folk Ways, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 19 57 
p.297 
(12) 'opaque' in the sense that his sleep fails to transmit the 
I ight of a new dawn. 
(13) see Heaney's "Elegy for a Still Born Child" In Door into 
the Dark, Faber, London 1969 pp. 31 -2; 
"Birth of death, exhumation for burial 
A wreath of small clothes, a memorial pram 
And parents reaching for a phantom limb." 
6.4.6 
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I first saw his twisted face 
in a photograph 
a head and shoulder 
out of the peat 
bruised like a forceps baby. 
The Graubelle Man thus takes on again the characteristics of 
Antaeus - a head and shoulders emerging f rom the ground symbol-
izing a birth from Mother Earth; the feet and legs remaining In 
the ground, symbolizing death and the grave. Graubelle tv\an 
like Antaeus is suspended between death and renewed life, in a 
state of limbo resulting from forced separation from the source of 
renewal, forced from the Earth womb, 
bruised like a forceps babl' 
6.4.7 It can be seen that the poem is sustained by a series of oxymorons 
which conjoin signifiers of life and death into a signification of 
limbo; viz., death/life; grave/womb; closing/opening; stasis/ 
movement; end/beginning; corpse/body etc. 
6.4.8 A s with Antaeus the mutual non-antagonistic relationship of Eros 
and Thanatos of the closed Oedipal system are thrown into an 
imbalance favouring death (non renewal), following the invasion 
of the father. Graubelle Man, likened to the last of the French 
Celtic line - "the Dying Gaul" killed by the invading Romans-
lies 
(bu t) 
hung In the sca les 
with beauty and atrocity ... 
wit h the a c tu a I wei g h t 
of each hooded victim 
slashed and dumped. 
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6.4.9 liThe Digging Skeleton 'l , a translation of Baudelairels IILe 
Squelette Laboureur ll in Les Fleurs du Mal, generalizes Antaeus l 
situation in limbo as skeletons seek renewal through the Earth 
Mother only to risk death again. 
THE DIGGING SKELETON 
AFTER BAUDELAIRE 
I 
You find anatomjcal plates 
Buried along these dusty quays 
Among books yellowed like mummies 
Slumbering in forgotten crates, 
Drawings touched with an odd beauty 
As if the illustrator had 
Responded gravely to the sad 
1-fementoes of anatomy-
1-fysterious candid studies 
Of red slobland around the bones. 
Like this one: flayed men and skeletons 
Digging the earth like navvies. 
n 
Sad gang of appari tions, 
Your skinned muscles like plaited sedge 
And your spines hooped towards the sunk edge 
Of the spade, my patient ones, 
Tell me, as you labour hard 
To break this unrelenting soil, 
What barns are there for you to fill? 
\Vhat farmer dragged you from the boneyard? 
Or are you emblems of the truth, 
Death's lifers, hauled from the narrow cell 
And stripped of night-shirt shrouds, to tell: 
'This is the reward of faith 
In rest eternal. Even death 
Lies. The void deceives. 
\Ve do not fall like autumn leaves 
To sleep in peace. Some traitor breath 
Revives our clay, sends us abroad 
And by the sweat of our stripped brows 
\Ve earn our deaths; our one repose 
When the bleecLng instep finds its spade.' 
Rep roduction 4 
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6.5 liThe Digging Skeleton" - transliteration (see Reproduction 4) 
6.5.1 The skeletons - "ana t omical plates/Buried .... /P, mong books .. Iike 
mummies/Slumbering ... II - are preserved in the state of death. 
They are not reborn but In limbo, pursuing an unachievable 9001 -
renewal, through an "unrelenting soil. II 
6.5.2 The soil is "unrelenting" because penetration ("digging") (14) of 
the Earth Mother is forbidden by the castration threat. 
6.5.3 The wish for renewal (here resurrection and eternal rest) through 
reunion with the Mother is thus denied ("Le sommeil promis n'est 
pas sur") 
This is the reward of faith 
In rest eternal. Even death 
lies. The void deceives 
We do not fall like autumn leaves 
To sleep in peace. 
For at the point of return to the Mother/Earth they (are castrated) 
die again. So the skeletons dig the Earth only to "earn our 
de a t h s II a sec 0 n d tim e . The t h rea tis a c tu a liz e d ; the w ish i s f u I -
filled only at the moment of penetration which is also the moment 
of castration -
....... our one repose 
When the bleeding instep finds its spade. 
(14) "digging" as a metaphor of sexual penetration of the Earth-
Mother recurs throughout this text and much of Heaney's 
poe t ry - see McGu inness, A., II Hoarder of the C ~mmon 
G roy n d: T rod i t ion and R i tu a lin 5 8 a m u sHe one y 's Poe try II , 
In Eire-Irel~nd, Summer 1978, p.89 
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6.5.4 But the text - as In Boudelaire - IS not conclusive - rother, 
a questioning; " are you emblems of the truth" ("Voulez-
1M ? ., I h h h vous.... ontrer que ..... ) - a t oug w ereas Baudelaire 
concludes with a question mark, Heaney does not. 
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6.6 Systems of relations in the preceding poems 
6.6.1 It has been noted that Hercules replaces an autochthonous system 
of renewal based on dual intercourse (Mother and son) with a 
ternary structure. This is represented in the symbolic relations 
of poems discussed above; VIZ., 
Pre-invasion: 
MOTHER/EARTH 
(+ ) 
S 0 f'J / A ~ T A E !J S 
Po S t s tru g 9 I e 
MOTHER/EARTH 
(-) 
(-
SON/ANTAEUS 
SKY 
(-) 
HERCULES 
SKY 
I 
I " (+ ) 
HERCULES 
Hercules has come 
from the sky to Earth 
(he is lout of his 
element l). On Earth 
he inhabits a form of 
limbo - he is not of 
the Earth and no 
longer in the Sky. 
H ercu les inherits both 
Heaven and Earth. It 
is An "raeus who is now 
lout of his element l -
he is no longer of the 
Earth and not of the 
Sky, bu tin lim b 0 • 
6.6.2 Hercules has replaced autochthonous renewal, that is -
M()T Y E R/EA:\T~ 
(+) r 1 (+) 
SONS/ANTAEUS 
with a new process of renewal, -
EARTH ----(+)-- HERCULES 
(+) 
SKY 
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or, if renewal IS interpreted as regeneration of the father through 
his sons, 'sky' may be replaced by 'sons', thus -
(+) MOTH E R/EA~TH __ --l-...I....-.._ HE RC IJ LE S 
(+) 
SONS 
6.6.3 The autochthonous and post-struggle processes of renewal conform 
to the Oedipal and post-Oe d ipal conceptions, such that the 
conclusion of the struggle of Antaeus and Hercules is akin t:> 
the "Oedipal moment" which as Aithusser (following Lacan/Freud) 
notes is the 
moment in which a ternary structure emerges 
agains '~ the background of the dual structu re 
when the third (the father) intrudes on the 
imagi nary satisfaci'ion of dual fascination, (15) 
overthrows its ec on om y , d8s troys its fascination 
(15) Althusser, L., "Freud and Lacan" In Lenin and Philosop~y, 
pp.209-210 
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T ran sit ion fro m the d u a Ito the t ern a r y s t r u c tu rem ark s the 
destruction of the Oedipus complex and the intro duction of th e 
incest taboo. 
(1 6) 
6.6.4 The systems of relations of the poems discussed may be super-
imposed thus to describe the post-Oedipal stat e : 
MOT i-J E R/tA~TH-----(+) --FATHER/HERCULES 
(-) = incest taboo . (+) 
SO i'l S / ANT A E U S SONS 
These symbol ic r8iations rea p :)ear in the text in the poem 
110 ceans Love to Ireland. II 
(16) The distinction between the dual (Oedipal) structure of 
regeneration and the ternary (post-Oed ipal) structu f8 may 
~Iso be seen in the text as a schema t ization o f the distinc-
tion between rural and industrial processes of regeneration; 
that is, the land as integral (man/land compenetration) or 
the land as capital (man/land exploitation), viz., 
NON -RURAL/IN DUSTRIAL 
EAR"r H -(+)--M 0 DE OF PRO DUCT 10 N EA~: :, 
(+) 1 t+) (+) 
PRODUCE 
io he for mer c h a r act e r i z i n g Cat hoi i c (r u r a I) Ire I and and the 
latter Protestan t (industrial) Ir8land. Heaney's precursor 
here is Yeats who sough 1° , under the banner of Celtic 
Nationalism, a my 1oho logy which would restore the organic 
unity of Irish society noting IIHave not all races had their 
first unity from a mythology which ma rries them to roc K and 
hill". (Autobiographies, Macmillan, London 1966 p. 194); 
Yeats in this project rejected industrial development in the 
Nonh in his vision of Ireland noting "All tha t w e sang/ 
;V\j s ~ com e fro m con t act wit h the so i I, fro m t h a t/ Con t ac t 
eV8rything Antaeus like grew strong. 1I (Collected Po e ms , 
Mac mill an, Lon don, 1 955 , p. 3 6 ') ) - - --
OCEAN'S LOVE TO IRELAND 
I 
Speaking broad Devonshire, 
Ralegh has backed the maid to a tree 
As Ireland is backed to England 
And drives inland 
Till all her strands are breathless: 
'Sweesir, Swatter! Sweesir, Swatter!' 
He is water, he is ocean, lifting 
Her farthingale like a scarf of weed lifting 
In the front of a wave. 
IT 
Yet his superb crest inclines to Cynthia 
Even while it runs its bent 
In the rivers of Lee and Blackwater. 
Those are the pIashy spots where he would lay 
His cape before her. In London, his name 
Will rise on water, and on these dark seepings: 
Smerv{lcK Sowed WitIi~ the mouthing corpses 
Of six hundred papists, 'as gallant and good 
Personages as ever were beheld.) 
ill 
The ruined maid complains in Irish, 
Ocean has scattered her dream of fleets, 
The Spanish prince has spilled his gold 
And failed her. 1ambic drums . . 
Of English beat the woods where her poets 
Sink like Onan. Rush-light, mushroom-flesh, 
She fades from their somnolent clasp 
Into ringlet-breath and dew, 
The ground possessed and feJX>ssessed. 
, J . r 
r l ' I ~-: ''':'.i.!1 fl .) 
6.7 
6.7. 1 
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"Oceans Love to Ireland" - transliteration (see Rep roduction 5) 
Ireland, lithe Mci:--j" (l at8r lithe ruined maid" who "complains In 
I . h ") . r I s 15 penetrated by England ("Ralegh"); 
Ralegh has backed the maid to a tree 
As Ireland is backed to E(lgland 
And drives inland ... 
6.7.2 This penetration plan i"s the seeds of new sons (the historical 
reference is to the Devoll p, 'ant;rs brought to Ireland by Ralegh 
in the 17th Cenru ry). The native sons are dispossessed, their 
hopes of renewal fading as the promise of rebirth ("Smerwick")(17) 
b "h' " e com~s a mou t Ing corpse . 
6.7.3 English replaces Irish as the spoken language. The native sons 
are "somnolent ll • Li k e Antaeus they are caught between sleep 
and awakening. ! :n? 0 ten t , I ike the Spa n ish p r inc e who s pill s his 
gold, the irish poets "!link! I ike Onan". 
6.7.4 The destruction of the natural relations of Mother Ireland to her 
Ga~!ic sons and the impregnation by Ralegh ();' the seeds of a new 
line of succession (the Anglo-Irish) echoes the theme of the poem 
Hercules and Antaeus thus; 
(+) 
MOT l-' E ~": :1ELA N D-------- ~ATH ER/RALEGH (EN G LAN D) 
(-) + 
NA T IVE 50 \'-15 PL .~\NTED 50 1'J5 
( 3 A [ L S / C E L T S ) (A N G L 0 -I R ISH) 
(l7)---" ~n"~r~';i-c-~II was the site of embarkation of 600 Spaniards 
·znlisted i_n the cause of Irish independence in the 17 th 
ccntu r\( . rhey were massacred by lord Grey after the ir )urr8nCJer. 
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6 7 r.. T,',',:: dislocation of natural relations IS reflected in the death of . . J v 
6 7/ • F • f) 
the Gaelic language. Dispossess~d o t the source of its renewal 
(the soil) the Irish pac ts are unaSle to re?rod:.Jce their native 
language and c ~ l~ture - and Seing unable to reproduce, II . I SinK 
like Onan". The language ent2rs a cultural limbo - existing 
only in books and memory - no longer a living langu.Jge. 
place "Iambic drums of English beat the woods." 
Thus; 
( .1. ) , J 
IKE L,t~\ : -..J D ---------- ~ N G L ,6., ;' ~ I) 
\ ( ") 
P LA N T E R ISLA N G U A S E 
(ENGL!SH) 
In its 
It may be assumed then that the struggle between Hercu!es and 
Antaeus is a metaphor of the Eilglish invasion of Ireland resulting 
in the destruction of the Ga:::!ic unity, dispossession of the 
native sons, the institution of t!'e incest taboo and of a new line 
of succession, through the rather (England) towards the sons of 
the forced Uni:)n of Ireland and England (viz., the Anglo-Irish). 
The native sons, the Celts or Gaels, separated from Mother 
Ire I and, like Ant a 2 J S .:i i e b u I' e n t era n d rem a I n I n a s tat e 0 f lim b 0 , 
n ')n-progenerotive, i'11potent like Onan(18) and the Spanish prince, 
(18) "II have lost the mother but I can mastJrbate. I II am not 
castrated, I can go on mcstJrbating. I The et~rnal coitus of 
mother and son is rea!ly tn :1<;furbatioil; genita!ity in wh ich 
fantasy (a scene seen; a dream; tok es the place of rea!tty 
ism as tu r bat ion - a cas t rat e d g e nit 0 lit Y ." S row n , N. 0 . , 
!_ ·.,\lels Body, Vintage (Random House) New York, 1966,p.69 . 
Freud, S., "A child is being beaten" C()!lect~d Pap~rs, 
The International Psycho-analy;ical Pre$;;~- l;~do;-1953 
Vol II pp.172-201. 
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outside the cycle of life - In Joyce's terms "the torn bough", 
Gaelic Ireland ripped from the process of history ii1~O stasis and 
a "dream of loss." 
6.7.7 It has been noted that the transition from the dual structure of 
Antaeus' world to the ternary structure of Hercules' is akin to the 
'Oedipal moment' which theoretically destroys the fascination of 
th e 0 ed ipu s comp I ex and the i nfanti I e noti on of renewal throu gh 
re-union with the mother (i.e., becoming father of oneself). 
The paralysis of Antaeus, of the native sons and of the Gaelic 
tongue, destroyed but surviving (in limbo) incapable of renewal 
through the mother and thus disposed to non-progenerative 
Onanisms, recalls Freud's description in "The Passing of the 
Oedipus Complex" of the Oedipus complex destroyed but surviving 
in the desexualized penis, overburdened by Oedipal fantasies but 
denied (through fear of castration) bodily fulfilment: 
The libidinal trends belonging to the Oed ipus complex 
are in part desexual ized and su bl imated .... in part they 
are inhibited in their aim and changed into affect-ionate 
feelings. The whole process, on the one hand, preserves 
the genital organ, wards off the danger of losing it; on 
the other hand it paralyses it, takes away its function 
from it. (19) 
6.7.8 TJ return to the mother to effect renewal risks castration, i.e. 
loss for ever of the means of renewal and thus death. The only 
course open to Antaeus/the native sons is to remain in paralysis 
be tw e e n r en e w a I and de a t h , I. e. in lim b 0 • 
(19)--- F re u d ,s., Coil e c ted Pap e rs , The I n te rna t ion a IPs y c h 0-
a n a I y tic a I Pre s s , L 0 --;-cTo ~-f9 53 V 0 I. II p. 273 . 
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6.7.9 This inabil ity to reconcile the _ _ wish for renewal with the fear of 
castration (symbolic death) is expressed in the text in the poem 
"Funeral Rites" in which three conflicting notions of death arise -
death as non-renewa l , death as I imbo and death as renewal. 
Unable to incorpora ~e death to the process of renewal the text 
"pines" for the world before the knowledge of death, and dreams 
of the time when reunion with the Mother Earth was the guarantee 
of perpetual rebirth. 
FUNERAL RITES 
I 
K shouldered a kind of man hood 
stepping in the lift the coffins 
of dead relations. 
They had been laid out 
in tainted rooms, 
their eyelids glistening, 
their dough-\vhite hands 
shackled in rosary beads. 
Their puffed knuckles 
had unwrinkled, the nails 
were darkened, the wrists 
obediently sloped. 
The dulse-brown shroud, 
the quilted satin cribs: 
I knelt courteously 
admi rin g it all 
as wax melted down 
and veined the candles, 
the flames hovering 
to the women hovering 
behind me. 
And always, in a corner, 
the coffin lid, 
its nail-heads dressed 
with little gleaming crosses. 
Dear soapstone masks, 
kissing their igloo brows 
had to suffice 
before the nails were sunk 
and the black glacier 
of each funeral 
pushed away. 
Rep r o ducti o n 6 
IT 
Now as news comes in 
of each neighbou r~y murder 
we pine for ceremony, 
customary rhythms: 
the temperate footsteps 
of a cortege, winding past 
each blinded home. 
I would restore 
the great chambers of Boyne, 
prepare a sepulchre 
under the cupmarked stones. 
Out of side-streets and bye-roads 
purring family cars 
nose into line, 
the whole country tunes 
to the mumed drwnming 
of ten thousand engines. 
Somnambulant women, 
left behjnd, move 
through emptied kitchens 
imagining our slow triumph 
towards the mounds. 
Qwet as a serpen t 
in its grassy boulevard 
the procession drags its tail 
out of the Gap of the North 
as its head already enters 
the megalithic doorway. 
ill 
When they have put the stone 
back in its mouth 
we will drive north again 
past Strang and Carling fjords 
the cud of memory 
allayed for once, arbitration 
of the feud placated, 
imagirung those under the hill 
disposed like Gunnar 
who Jay beautiful 
inside his buriJI mound, 
though dead by violence 
and unaven ged. 
Men sajd that he was chanting 
verses about honour 
and that four lights burned 
in corners of the chamber: 
which opened then, as he turned 
with a joyful f.1ce 
to look at the moon. 
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6.8 "Funeral Rites" - transliteration (see Rep!oduction 6) 
6.8.1 Section I oscillates between signifiers of death as non-renewal, 
death as I imbo and death as renewal. Thus the dead "eyel ids 
glistening" shine as if with life ancl the "dough-white hands" 
suggest that the dead - I ike the dough - may rise. But the hands, 
In this instance are "shackled by rosary beads", that is, held down 
by what should raise them heavenwards. Images of rebirth re-
surge (as the coffin becomes lithe quilted satin crib" and the 
melting wax, while evidencing the candles extinction, in Iveiningl 
the candle, gives it life). But the final images are of death as 
limbo - the frozen waters of "their igloo brows" and the "black 
glaciers of each funeral II. 
6.8.2 S8ctions II and III, in the midst of such contradictory intimations 
6.8.3 
of immortal ity, dream of the world before the knowledge of death. 
we pine for ceremony, 
customary rhythms 
the pulse of the womb; 
The 
tha t 
I would restore 
the great chambers of Boyne 
prepare a sepu I chre 
under the cupmarked stones 
sepu I chres of Boyne are Celtic bu ri a I 
the Boyne IS II sacr2d named a river 
mounds and 
after an Iri sh 
goddess. II (20) It to these signifiers of the womb of IS 
it is said 
mother 
th e Earth 
Mof'her that the contemporary dead wou I d - in dream - be carried 
(20) McGuinness, op.cit., p.51 
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In "slow trium p h/ towards the mounds" that Antaeus once hu98 ed , 
the procession penetrating the Earth in order to restore th e world 
of perpetual renewal; 
Qu !et as a serpent 
in its grassy boulevard 
the procession drags its tail 
ou t of the gap of the North 
as its head already enters 
the megal ith doorway. 
6 . 8 . 4 And ; 'J S t as r e u n ion wit h the . mot her b r i n 9 s r e new a lin t his d rea m 
of customary rhythms, so also does it restore the lost unity of the 
Oedipal world . The antagonism o f opposites introduced by the 
father are reconciled; 
the cud of memory 
allayed for once, arbitration 
of the feud placated 
imagining those under the hill 
disposed I ike Gunnar 
who lay beautiful 
Inside his burial mound 
though dead by violence 
and unavenged .... 
6.8.5 Thus in the Oedipal worl d beauty and violence, Eros and Th anatos, 
would be restored to mutual non-antag ':)nism and the disparate 
become unified ~ the "four lights·· of Gunnar·s chamber merging 
into one great light, the moon (the four provinces of Ireland re-
united in one Celtic isle? ) , 
as he turned 
with a joyfu I face 
to look at the moon. 
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6.8.6 So in dreams "W I;;, r,~turn to the dual unity, mother a:1d child as 
one body,,(21) to escape the reality of the presence of the f ather 
and the threat of castration (symbol ic d e ath). "Come to the 
Bower" is another dream of return to the mo ther but, haunted by 
the fear of castration, this text avoids that threat by a ~onceit -
an ar~ifice it disguises from itself viz., the mo ther reunited with 
is not the mother so jealously guarded by the father but a 
skeletal surrogate. Thus the pleasure of ideaJ_ [?ar _tJ~_lpation In 
reunion with the mother is combined with the prohibition of 
act:.J a I par i" i c i pat ion , ina n act 0 f n e c r 0 phi I i a t hat r e c a " s " The 
Digging Skeleton", and, despite itself, affirms death as limbo. 
---- ---------
(21 ) Brown, N. 0 ., op. cit., p. 56 
COME TO THE BOWER 
My hands come, touched 
By sweetbriar and tangled vetch, 
Foraging past the burst gizzards 
Of coin-hoards 
To where the dark-bowered queen, 
Whom I unpin, 
Is waiting. Out of the black maw 
Of the peat, sharpened willow 
Withdraws gently. 
I unwrap skins and see 
The pot of the skull, 
The damp tuck of each curl 
Reddish as a fox's brush, 
A mark of a gorget in the flesh 
Of her throat. And spring water 
Starts to rise around her. 
I reach past 
The riverbed's washed 
Dream of gold to the bullion 
Of her Venus bone. 
Rep r o ducti o n 7 
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6,':; "Come to the Bow e r" - transliteration 0ee_~~~oduc t ion 7) 
6.9.1 The poem constitu tes a sexual journey to the "Venus bone" of the 
Earth Mother. The "bower" to which ego comes is both boudoir 
and leafy arbour - the 'inner room' of the Earth Mo th (~r, of the 
" dar k - bower e d Que e n / who m I iJ n pin ,II R e ! e a 5 e d fro m II th e b I a c k 
maw/Of the peat", "spring water/S ·j·arts to rise around her". 
6.9.2 A'j Estyn-Evans notes, "The attributes of purification, healing and 
fertility are natural concomitants of the magic welling of spring 
". I' h f 'I I (2 2) water In rls OIK- ore , Ego reaches for the Earth Mother's 
"V E:: nus bone" to initiate the thus-signified process of renewal. 
6.9.3 This process of renewal through the Earth Mother is characterized 
in opposition to the unnatural (exploitative) process (of the 
invader). Thus the hands which .come to unpin the Bower Q ,--, et~n, 
* 
come IIforaging", "past the burst gizzards of coin hoards". 
And the "dream or- gold!' IS discarded in favour of the "bullion/ 
Of her Venus bone. II (23) 
6.9,4 The dream of renewal through reunion with the Mother Earth (i. e. I 
the return to 'natural' regeneration) and the discarding of the 
!unnatural'/introduced process of the invading father conform to 
·the themes oud ined in the discussion of the preceding p oems. 
But in this case reunion is effeci·ed without violence or struggle 
there is no threat and no fear of cas 't ration/death. The "sharpened 
- - --- - - - --- --
(22) 
(23) 
E S ty n - E van s 0 p C 'I t P 2 '9 8 * iI S ,=> co .... d s tom a c h s II 
" '" '" II-
see footnote (16), 
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willow'l which pins the queen to the "black maw" of the peat 
Ilwithdraws gently". 
6.9.5 The jealous father's Igentle withdrawal ' In favour of the native 
son IS understood more clearly when it is rev3aled that this 
goddess of fertility is a skeleton - "I unwrap skins and see/ The 
pot of the sku II .... " 
6.9.6 T,us "C0me to the Bower" is at best an onanistic fantasy _ 
reunion with the mother achieved without the threat of castration. 
But in so seeking to occlude t he post-Oedipal reality of 
castration/death, ego makes love to death itself. Accordingly 
IICom8 to the Bower" provides not a solution to, but an affirmation 
of, Antaeus ' predicament. 
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6.10 AI li!usory Resol~~i~~ 
6. 1 O. 1 P. n t a e u Sip red i cam e n t - tor e con c i let he k now led g e and f ear 0 f 
death (castration resulting from comp e tition with the father for 
possession of the mother) with his Oedipal fantasies of reunion 
w i 1· h the mot her and per p e tu a Ire new a I - fin d san i II u so r y sol uti 0 n 
in the image of the Earth Mother as both castrator and womb, 
as locus of both life and death, as "~' erthus", the Celtic/ 
Scandinavian Earth Mother who demands death in the name of life. 
6. 10.2 Nerthus as both devouring mouth (vagina dententa or in heaney's 
terms "insatiable bride, sword swallower") and womb ("deep pollen 
bin, Earth-pantry .. ") reconciles the fea...!:. (of castration/death) 
with the wish (for reunion with the mother/perpetual renewal) and 
by incorporating the castrating characteristics of the father in 
herself, (24) re-establishes a world 'without fathers'. 
6. 10.3 By overcom ing the fear of castration (death and non-renewal) 
P\ntaeus is free to re-establish a modified Oedipal cycle of life 
which subsumes the knowledge of death to the project of perpetual 
renewal -
Modified cycle r MOTHER/EARTH(N~RThUS) 
death life 
\ SOI'J S / 
(24) see discussion of "Kinship", para 6.14, below. 
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6. 1 0 . 4 T his mod i fie d c y c leo f I i fer e to ins the e sse n t i a I c h a r act e r i s tic 0 f 
the former in so far as it excludes the father by incorporating 
the castrating characteristic of the father into the now androgen-
ous Earth Mother (N erthus) . . 
6 .10.5 In consequence history as a linear process (renewal of the father 
through his sons/the Anglo-Irish/industrial) process of regeneration 
i n t rod u c e d by the i n v a din g fa j. her, Her cui e s -
MOTHER/EARTH/IRELAN D (+) , FATHER/HERCULES/E~; GLAN D 
incest ':';;-boo /I (+) (-) ........ .fI- ) 
SONS/AN GLO-IRISH ~ NO N -K IN 
(+) 
SONS 
(MOTHER 
SURROGATE) 
incest taboo 
can be rejected in favour of the circular (renewal through the 
mother/Celtic/natural-rural) view of history _. 
(MOTHER/EARTH/IRELAN D) 
SONS/AN TAEUS/ EEL TS 
6. 10.6 Support for this circular view of history in which past and present 
coalesce into repetition of a cycle, is found, along with N erthus, 
in the Irish peat bog - as "Belderg" notes. 
BELDERG 
'They just kept turning up 
And were thought of as foreign'-
One-eyed and beni gn 
They lie about his house, 
Quernstones out of a bog. 
To lift the lid of the peat 
And find this pupil dreaming 
Of neolithic wheat! 
When he stripped off blanket bog 
The soft-piled centuries 
Fell open Eke a glib: 
There were the first plough-marks, 
The stone-age fields, the tomb 
Corbelled, turfed and chambered, 
Floored with dry turf-coomb. 
A landscape fossilized, 
Its stone-wall patternings 
Repeated before our eyes 
In the stone walls of Mayo. 
Before I turned to go 
He talked about persistence, 
A congruence of lives, 
How, stubbed and cleared of stones, 
His home accrued growth rings 
Of iron, flint and bronze. 
So I talked of Mossbawn, 
A bogland name. (But moJI?' 
He crossed myoId home's music 
With older strains of Norse. 
I'd told how its foundation 
Was mutable as sound 
And how I could derive 
A forked root from that ground 
And make bawn an English fort, 
A planter's walled-in mound, 
Or else find sanctuary 
And think of it as Irish, 
Persistent if outworn. 
(But the Norse ring on your tree?' 
I passed through the eye of the q uern, 
Grist to an ancient mill, 
And in my mind's eye saw 
A world-tree of balanced stones, 
Querns piled like vertebrae, 
The marrow crushed to grounds. 
R8p r o duction 8 
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6.11 "Belderg" - transliteration (see Reproduction 8) 
6.11.1 History as repetition of a cycle recalls Vico's view of history as 
f (25). b·b d b a c ircu i ar proce ss 0 re cu rre n ces, a v lew su scr I e to y 
. h· I· f h (26) b J I h· Yeats in IS promu ga t lon 0 t e gyre y oyce ana IS 
. f . I . , (27) d b H h 
'commodius VICUS 0 reclrcu atlon an y eaney - t e 
and in "3elderg" 
A world tree of balanced stones 
Qu e rns piled like vertebrae 
The marrow crushed to grounds. 
"bog" -
6 .11.2 The "bog" - here Belderg Ben (site of Irish Bronze Age remains) -
retains the sediments of the past preserve d into the presen t such 
that 
When he stripped off blanket bog 
The soft-piled centuries 
Fell open like a glib; 
There were the first plough-marks 
The stone age fields, -the tomb 
Cor bell ed, tu r fed and c ham b ere d 
Floored with dry turf coombs 
- a past relocated, by the turn of the gyre, into the present; 
A landscape fossilized 
Its stone-wall patternings 
Repeated before our eyes 
In the stone walls of Mayo. 
6. 11.3 So also the past re-enters language in the geography of names; 
"Moss bawn" (the poet's home) re tains in its present form the 
history of three turns of the gyre - the pre-invasion Celtic 
(25) Bergin, T.G. and F isch, M.H., The New Science of 
Giambattista Vico, Ithaca, New Yo-;:-~- 1968---- ---
(26) Y ~;t;,--\AT-:B:~-'A-Vis ion, Ma c In i I I an, London 1 962 
(27) Joyce, J., F in~ai1s -~_ak~ Faber, London, 1973 
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Ireland of 'babhun' and 'ban' (a walled enclosure); the Norse 
invasions ('Mose' - Old Norse, meaning 'bog') and the Engiish 
. . (lib II Invasion awn meaning walled enclosure/ court of a castle). 
6. 11.4 And In the bog is found similar evidence of the cycles o f Irish 
life 
growth rings 
Of iron, flint and bronze 
historical ages followed by th"e Celtic, Norse and English 
ascendencies - 'rings' on the Irish tree of life, circling like the 
. (28) 
w I II ow to r e t~ r n . 
(28) see discussion of "Kinship - IV", pare 6.14, below. 
NORTH 
I returned to a long strand, 
the hammered shod of a bay, 
and found only the secular 
powers of the Atlantic thundering. 
I faced the unmagical 
invitations of Iceland, 
the pathetic colonies 
of Greenland, and suddenly 
those fabulous rajders, 
those lying in Orkney and Dublin 
measured against 
their long swords rusting, 
those in the solid 
belly of stone ships, 
those hacked and glinting 
in the gravel of thawed stre.dms 
were ocean-deafened voices 
warning me, lifted again 
in violence and epiphany. 
The longship's swimming tongue 
was buoyan t with hindsJ gh t-
it said Thor's hammer swung 
to geography and trade, 
thick-witted couplings and revenges, 
the hatreds and behindbacks 
of the althing, lies and women, 
exhaustions nominated peace, 
memory incubating the spilled blood. 
It said, (Lie down 
in the word-hoard, burrow 
the coil and gleam 
of your furrowed brain. 
Compose in darkness. 
Expect aurora borealis 
in the long foray . 
but no cascade of light. 
Keep your eye clear 
as the bleb of the icicle , 
trust the feci of what oubbed treasure 
Yotlr h:Ulds h:lVe known,' 
Rep r o ducti on 9 
VIKING DUBLIN: 
TRIAL PIECES 
I 
I t could be a jaw-bone 
or a rib or a portion cut 
from something sturdier: 
anyhow, a small outline 
was incjsed, a cage 
or trellis to conjure in. 
Like a duld's tongue 
following the toils 
of ills calligraphy, 
like an eel swallowed 
in a basket of eels, 
the line amazes itself 
eluding the hand 
that fed it, 
a bill in flight, 
a swimming nostril. 
II 
These are trial pieces, 
the craft's mystery 
Rep r o ducti on 1 0 
improvised on bone: 
foliage, bestiaries, 
interlacings elaborate 
as the netted rou tes 
of ancestry and trade. 
That have to be 
magnified on display 
so that the nostril 
is a migrant prow 
sniffing the LiEfey, 
swanning it up to the ford, 
dissembling itself 
in antler combs, bone pins, 
coins, weights, scale-pans. 
ill 
Like a long sword 
sheathed in its moisting 
burial clays, 
the keel stuck fast 
in the slip of the bank, 
its clinker-built hull 
spined and plosive 
as Dublin. 
And now we reach in 
for shards of the vertebrae, 
the ribs of hurdle, 
the mother-wet caches-
and for this trial piece 
incised by a child; 
a longship, a buoyant 
migrant line. 
IV 
That enters my longhand, 
turns cursive, unscarfing 
a zoomorphic wake, 
a worm of thought 
I follow into the mud. 
I am Hamlet the Dane, 
skull-handler, parablist, 
smeller of rot 
in the state, infused 
with its poisons, 
pinioned by ghosts 
and affections, 
murders and pieties, 
coming to consciousness 
by jurnpi: ig in graves, 
dithering, blathering. 
v 
Come fly with me, 
come sniff the wind 
with the expertise 
of the Vikings-
neighbourIy, scoretaking 
killers, haggers 
and hagglers, gombeen-men, 
hoarders of grudges and gain. 
With a butcher's aplomb 
they spread out your lungs 
and made you wann wings 
for your shoulders. 
Old fathers, be with us. 
Old cunning assessors 
of feuds and of sites 
for ambush or town. 
VI 
'Did you ever hear tell,' 
said Jimmy Farrell, 
'of the skulls they have 
in the city of Dublin? 
White skulls and black skulls 
and yellow skulls, and some 
wi th full teeth,' and some 
haven't only but one,' 
and compounded history 
in the pan of 'an old Dane, 
maybe, was drowned 
in the Flood.' 
My words lick around 
cobbled quays, go hunting 
lightly as parnpooties 
over the skull-capped ground. 
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6. 12 "North " and IIViking Dublin" - transliterations (see Reproductions 
9 and 10) 
6. 1 2. 1 The pas tis rep eat e din the pre sen t t h r ou g h me m 0 r y and I a n g u age -
the store of the collective unconscious. Ontogeny repeats phylogeny. 
Contemporary Ireland must be un d erstood in the light of the prior 
cycles of history. The sediments of history enjoin Heaney to 
Lie down 
In the word hoard, burrow 
the coil and gleam 
of your furrowed brain ... 
trust the feel of what nubbed treasure 
your hands have known. 
6.12.2 To lack, in the present, a perspective of the past IS - according to 
IIViking Dublin ll - to hear the "child's tongue" without a know-
ledge of its determinants ("his calligraphy"), or to see a "bill in 
flight" or "a swimming nostril" without a knowledge of the body 
of which these are but parts. 
6. 1 2 . 3 The II s w i m min g n os t r i 1" m u s t be " mag n if i e d on dis p I a y II, i ts 
relation to the whole (history - here the Viking invasions) 
establ ished 
so that the nostril 
is a migrant prow 
sniffing the Liffey. 
6 .12.4 The poet's "Iine ll is equally determined by the past - lithe hand 
that fed itll. The past: 
-5 9 -
enters my long h an d 
turns cursive, unscarfin g 
a zoomorphic wa ke. (29) 
History begins with bestial giants, an d t o bestial giants we return. 
6 .12.5 Conremporary violence is in consequence to be seen as another 
twist of the gyre - "memory incubating the spilled bloo d ". The 
swords drawn in contemporary Ireland are shadows of the Viking 
longswords, unfrozen from history -
hacked and glinting 
in the gravel of thawed streams 
............. Iifted again 
in violence and e p ip hany. 
The back street 'tit - for - tat' assassins are latter day Vikings 
ne ighbourly, score taking 
killers, haggers 
and hagglers, gombeen men 
hoarders of grudges and gain 
vVith a butchers aplomb 
they spread out your lungs 
and make you warm wings 
for you r shou I ders . 
6 .12.6 The present "pinioned by ghosts/and affections/murders and pieties" 
is understood as the past "coming to consciousness/by . . . lumping In 
graves" like Hamlet the Dane. (3 0 ) 
(29) a "wake" is a celebration of d eath an d resurrection 
(awake) a verbal play pu t to use by among others, Joyce 
in the title to, and throughou t, Finnegans Wak e ('F in' _ 
French or Italian; (fin )again -the-resur~~-tion; Finagains 
y" a ke). Sjmilarly the cycle of life of the "cropse" - the 
resurrection theme in a syllable - and Mr Porter's 
inc e s tu 0 u s pro i e c t ion S , e c h 0 ~ e a n e y , s t ext. 
( 3 0 ) to I ear n , fro m the 9 h 0 s t s 0 f the pas tho w, i n t era I i a, the 
unnat'J ral father "won to his shameful lust/The will of my 
most seeming virtuous queen." (~: aml e t, 1.5.39 ) 
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6.12.7 \tV;th such a circular view o f history, to recapitulate the phylogeny 
is to reconstitute the phylum - the (lost) unity of the race - the 
unity of the Oedipa l cycle. Thus the religion of Nerthus removes 
the fear of castration as death and with it the castrating role of 
the father. The "fabulous raiders" are seen no longer as sexual 
rivals for the mother but simply economic exploiters of the land; 
The longships swimming tongue 
was buoyant with hindsight -
it said Thor's hammer swung 
to geography and trade 
thickwitted couplings and revenges 
or petit-bourgeois traders 
hagglers, gombeen-men 
hoarders of grudges and gains 
corner shop "butchers" and "cunning assessors·· equally of a site 
for a town as for an ambush. In short, undoubtedly bearers of a 
ternary rather than dual structure but displaced from the sexua l to 
the economic sphere. (31 ) 
(3 1) see foot-note (16) 
BOG QUEEN 
I lay waiting 
between turf-face and demesne wall, 
between heathery levels 
and glass-toothed stone. 
My body was braille 
for the creeping influences: 
dawn suns, groped over my head 
and cooled at my feet, 
through my fabrics and skins 
the seeps of winter 
cligested me, 
the illiterate roots 
pondered and clied 
in the cavings 
of stomach and socket. 
I lay waiting 
on the gravel bottom, 
my brain darkening, 
a jar of spawn 
fermenting underground 
Rep r oduction II 
dreams of Baltic amber. 
Bruised berries under my nails, 
the vital hoard reducing 
in the crock of the pelvis. 
My cliadem grew carious, 
gemstones dropped 
in the peat floe 
like the bearings of history. 
My sash was a black glacier 
wrinkling, dyed weaves 
and phoenician stitchwork 
retted on my breasts' 
soft moraines. 
I knew winter cold 
like the nuzzle of fjords , 
at my thighs-
the soaked fledge, the heavy 
swaddle of hides. 
My skuJI hibernated 
in the \vet nest of my hair. 
Which they robbed. 
I was barbered 
and stripped 
by a turfcu tter' s spade 
who veiled me again 
and packed coomb softly 
between the stone jambs 
at my head and my feet. 
Till a peer's wife bribed him. 
The plait of my hair, 
a slimy birth-cord 
of bog, had been cut 
and I rose from the dark, 
hacked bone, skull-ware, 
frayed stitches, tufts, 
small gleams on the bank. 
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6.13.1 If in the Oedipal cycle, penetration of the Earth can resurrect 
Antaeus from limbo into renewal, so too the son's penetration is 
seen - In "Bog Queen 'l - as resurrecting the Earth Mc,ther from 
barrenness and steril ity. 
6.13.2 The "Bog Queen" lies dormant between her Celtic past and the 
English present; 
I lay waiting 
between turf face and demense wail 
as the pre-invasion world of endless renewa l (summer) is r e placed 
by endless winter barrenness; 
the seeps of winter 
digested me, 
the i II iterate roots 
pondered and died 
in the cavings 
of stomach and socket. .. 
I knew winter cold 
like the nuzzle of fjords 
at my thighs ... 
6.13.3 She remains In limbo - as "I lay waiting" is repeated - in winter 
hibernation; 
my skull hibernated 
in the we t nest of my hair 
which they robbed. 
The Bog Que '3n aw~jts the promise of spring and renewal; 
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I • 
my oraln 
a jar of spawn 
fermenting underground 
dreams of Baltic amber (32) 
6.13.4 Ti1e "berries" - which as Evans notes signify, in Irish custom, the 
fulfilment of harvest and the promise of renewal - are 'bruised' 
(the impairment of renewal) and like the "vital hoard reducing/ in 
the crock of the pelvis", the "carious" diadem and her "barbered/ 
and stripped" condition, attest to her barrenness (in limbo). But 
the sash, a "black glacier" - recalling the funeral procession in 
"Funeral Rites", moving towards the mounds to be renewed -
though frozen, retains the promise of a spring thaw as does the 
"phoenician stitchwork" (a factual detail from Glob(33)) which 
though rotting contains the promise of a ph~nix's rise from ashes. 
6.13.5 A "turf cutters spade" (the fathers?) barbers and strips the Bog 
Queen. (34) Later the same turf cutters spade (this time wielded 
by the son?) releases the Bog Qu=en 
a slimy birth-cord 
of bog, had been cut 
an d I rose from the dark 
(32) the "Bog Queen" refers to a Scandanavian 'princess' whose 
body was found in an Irish bog, entirely preserved by the 
bog waters. The "Baltic amber" of which she dreams signifies 
her regal past. (c.f. Glob, Ope cit., pp.103-104) 
(33) Glob, op. cit., p. 104 ---
(34) for 'turf cutting' as sexual penetration of the Earth vide 
supra footnote (1 4 ) and infra para., 6.14.5. For 'barber ing ' 
as --;; g n if i e r of barre nne s s foil ow i n gin vas i on of 0 u t sid e r s , see 
discussion of "Punishment" at para., 6.17.3 below 
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as 
small gleams on the bank 
signify a rising sun, summer and renewal. 
(34 a) 
However as In "Come to the Bower tl the figure that rises 
hacked bone, sku II ware 
frayed stitches, tufts 
signifies death rather than renewal. Antaeus' predicament remains 
unresolved. 
6.13.6 t1Kinshiptl in restating the resolution - in the religion of Nerthus -
of Antaeus' predicament similarly interrogates its own proposition 
vis-a-vis the Earth M o ther. 
(340) In Irish Nationalist ideology the 'rising sun' signifies 
the mo ml; nt of Irish freedom and reunification -
"our dearest symbols - our Ancient Past, our Broken 
Chains, our Seven Centuries of Slav(}ry, the Silence d 
Harp, the Glorious Dead, the tears of Dark Rosaleen, 
the Miseries of the Poor Old Woman, the Sunburst of 
Freedom that we almost always believed wou ld end our 
n i g h t an' . - so r;e-a-r c -;~ ~- pro b I ems wit h the des c e n t 0 f a 
he~;enfy-human order wh ich We would immediately 
recognize as the reality or our never articulated dream ... 
the simplest pieties of Old Ireland." 
- 0' F a 0 lin, S., i n V i ve M 0 i, '-FJ 0 ted K ear n e y, R., 
"Myth and Terror", The Crane Bag, University College, 
Dublin, Vol. 2 No.1 and 2, 1978, p.136 
KINSHIP 
I 
Kmned by hleroglyphic 
pc::1t on a sp~ld 
to the strangkd victim, 
the love-nest in the bracken, 
I step through origins 
like a dog turning 
its memories d ...nJclerness 
on the kitdar'tD:It: 
the bog floor sb.ilis, 
WJret" cheeps mi lisps 
as I walk dawn 
• ~ and he2t!rr. 
lJovethis~ 
its black incisicns, 
the cooped sece1S 
of rrocess and ritwI; 
Ikwethe~ 
off me ground. 
~ bank a giln-s drop, 
eX:t open pcd 
the W1Stopped mouth 
of an urn, a moon-<iriitker, 
not to be sounded 
by the naked eye. 
II 
Quagmire, swampland, morass: 
the slime kingdoms, 
. domains of the cold-blooded, 
of mud pads and dirtied eggs. 
But hog 
meaning soft, 
the full of windless rain, 
pupil of amber. 
Ruminant ground, 
digestion of mollusc 
and seed-pod, 
, deep pollen hin. 
Rep roduction I2 
Earth-pantry, bone-vault, 
sun-bank, enbalmer 
of votive goods 
and sabred fugitives. 
Insatiable bride 
Sword-swallower, 
casket, midden, 
floe of history. 
Ground that will strip 
its dark side, 
nesting ground, 
outback 'of my mind. 
m 
I found a turf-spade 
hidden under bracken, 
laid Bat, and overgrown 
wi th a green fog. 
As I raised ti 
the soft lips,of the growth 
mutteted and split, 
a tawny rut 
opening at my feet 
like a shed skin, 
the shaft wettish 
as I sank it upright 
and beginning to 
steam in the sun. 
And now they have twinned 
that obelisk: 
among the stones, 
under a bearded cairn 
a love-nest is disturbed, 
catkin and bog-cotton tremble 
as they raise up 
the cloven oak-limb. 
I stand at the edge of centuries 
facing a goddess. 
IV 
This centre holds 
and Spreads, 
sump and seedbed, 
a bag of waters 
and a melting grave. 
The mothers of autumn 
sour and sink, 
ferments of husk and leaf 
deepen their ochres. 
Mosses come to a he4d, 
heather unseeds, 
brackens deposit 
their bronze. 
This is the vowel of earth 
dreaming its root 
in flowers and snow, 
mutation of weathers 
and seasons, 
a windfall composing 
the floor it rots into. 
I grew out of all this 
like a weeping willow 
inclined to 
the appetites of gravity •. 
v 
The hand canred fclloes 
of the turf-c~rt \vhccls 
buried in a 1 itter 
of turf mould, 
the cupid's bow 
of the tail-board) 
the socketed lips 
of the cribs: 
I deified the man 
who rode therc, 
god of the waggon) 
the hcarth-feeder. 
I was his privikged 
attcncbnt, a oc;1 fcr 
of bread and dri!lk, 
the squire of his circuits. 
\Vhen summer rued 
and wi \res forsook the fields 
we were abroad. ) 
saluted, given right-of-way. 
\Vatch our pr(\grcss 
d~)\vn the h~w-Jit hedgES, 
.. my manly pride 
when he s~aks to nle. 
"1 
And you, TacitLls, 
obseryc how I make my grove 
on an old crannog 
piled by the fearful dead: 
a desolate peace. 
Our mother ground 
is sour \V1 t h the blood 
of her fai thful, 
they lie gargling 
in her sacred he~rt 
as the lcgionsstarc 
from the ramparts. 
C.omc b~ck to thjs 
'island of the occ~n' 
where Jlothing will suffice. 
Rectd the inhumed ('lCCS 
of Glsualty and victim; 
report us fairly, 
how we slaughter 
for the common good 
and s ha'"e rlre heads 
of the notorious) 
how the goddess SW::lllnws 
our love and terror. .' 
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6.14 "Kinship" - transliteration (see R~production 12) 
6.14.1 Sections I and II of "Kinship" restate the resolution to Antaeus' 
predicament - the fear and the wish reconciled in the religion of 
N~rthus (death as renewal) - finding ego born of the Earth 
"Kinned by hieroglyphic/peat" to become "strangled victim" of the 
"Iove nest in the bracken". - the "black incisions" in the turf 
being both the opening in the Earth through wi,-dch he was born 
(the "hieroglyphics" that kin ned him) and the written 
secrets 
of process and ritual 
by which he sacrificially dies. 
6.14.2 In the bog he returns to the Oe d ipal world ("I step through 
origins") to the union of Mother/Earth and son, a newly formulated 
Oedipal world where "each bank" is both "gallows drop" (a fall) 
and II the s p r i n g/ 0 ff the g r 0 u n d II ( are new a I) e c hoi n 9 II A .1 t a e u s II • 
6.14.3 In the reformulated cycle of life(35) the Earth/Mother is both 
and 
Quagmire, swampland, morass 
the sl ime kingdoms 
domains of the cold-blooded 
bog 
meaning soft, 
the fall of windless 
p:;pil of amber. 
. 
rain, 
for in this reformu lated cycle the fear of death (castration) is 
allayed by the belief that castration = renewal; hence 
(35) see para 6. 10.3 above 
bu t a! so 
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R~minant ground 
digestion of mollusc 
and seed pod 
deep pollen bin, 
Earth pantry 
for Nerthus eats (the devouring mouth; vag~~~ __ dent~ntc:"insatiable 
bride, sword swallower") to 'ruminate', that is, produce from the 
dead the milk of the new born. 
6.14.4 Paragraph 6.10.2 noted the appearance of the Earth Mother as 
castrator (replacing the father in a reformulated Oedipal world 
without fathers) in the resolution of Antaeus' predicament. 
"Kinship - III" encounters this androgynous Earth goddess. 
6.14.5 "Kinship - III" enacts a sexual penetration of the Earth goddess. 
A s a II tu rf spa de" is r a is ed, the Ear tho pen s tor e c e i ve it; 
the soft lips of the growth 
muttered and split 
a tawny rut 
opening at my feet 
The tu r f spa d e pen e t rat est h e Ear t h ; 
the shaft wettish 
as I sank it upright 
and beginning to 
steam in the sun. 
The son relolns the mother and re-establishes the unitary world 
before the fall - but with a difference that reflects the necessity 
of integrating the knowledge of sexual differentiation, the phallus 
and death. I nth e new situ a t ion the u n ion 0 fop p 0 sit e s ( mot her / 
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father) into a world without fa thers is effected by the assumption 
by the Mother of both male and female roles - the androgynous 
Earth M.:Jther (N erthus). 
6.14.6 Thus, in the love nest of the bracken, the phallus of the son is 
II tw j nne d " ; 
now they have twinned 
that obe I i sk 
The Earth goddess assumes the' form of both father and mother, (36) 
phallus (turf spade) and vaginaj 
as they raise up 
the cloven oak limb, 
1st and at the e d g e 0 f c e n tu r i e s 
facing a goddess. (37) 
6.14.7 The natural rhythms of the prelapsarian world return. The post-
invasion world of the spiralling gyre, moving beyond comprehension 
an d con t r 0 I ; II t h i n 9 s fa II a p art: fh e c c n t r e can no tho I d / M ere 
anarchy is loosed upon the world" - which for Yeats signals 
"the S·.;cond Coming,,(38), is replaced by the intelligible natural 
rhythms of the new Oedipal union and its centred cycle of life~39) 
(36) A 'S Hamlet the Dane notes: "Father and mother is man and 
wife; man and wife is one flesh; and so, mother." 
(37) c.f. illustrations and text in Glob, Ope cit., pp.180-182. 
Of the moo ern sticK representing the-goddess Freya, Glob 
writes; "The sex of this goddess figure is perhaps not exclus-
ively feminine but rather hermaphrodite .. " 
(38) Yeats, W .3., 'rrhe Second Coming ", in Collected Poems, 
Macmillan, London, 1955 pp.210-211. 
(39) refer to para. 6. 10.3 
Accordingly 
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Th is centre holds 
and spreads 
6.14.8 The Second Coming is the resurrection and renewal of spring. 
The bog - both "sump" (cesspool) and "seed bed" - combines to 
produce new life (signified by the "bag of waters" that accompan-
ies birth). Death proclaims renewal - "a melting grave". The 
"mothers of autumn" though they IIsour and sink" lay down the 
seeds of spring, as "a windfall compos(es)/the floor it rots into" 
and from which new trees will spring "Antaeus-like". 
6.14.9 This cycle of life is compared to the weeping willow, its branches 
falling to rejoin its roots and its roots in turn giving life to its 
bran ches; 
I grew out of all of this 
like a weeping willow 
inclined to 
the appetites of gravity. 
6.15 
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But as with "Com e to the Bower " and "Bog Queen" the sugg e sted 
resolution of the predicam e nt of Antaeus is no sooner proposed t han 
interrogated - in this case by -the reappearance of the father in 
the reformulated Oedipal world, as 
god of the waggon 
the h e arth feeder. 
6.15.1 At the poin t of the son's return to the Mother ("when summer 
died ll ) the son defers to the father 
I deified the man 
who rode there .. 
I was his privileged 
attendant, a bearer 
of bread and drink, 
the squire of his circuits ... 
Wa l ch our progress 
down the haw-lit hedges 
my manly pride 
when he speaks to me. 
6. 1 5 . 2 T his d e fer e n c e tot h e fat her s i g n i fie s t hat the abo lit ion of the 
fear of castration in the religion of Nerthus is illusory - a 
realization that leaves the final section of "Kinship" (VI) radic-
ally dissatisfied by the resolution proposed in Sections I - IV. 
6.15.3 Thus "Kinship - VI " recapitulates the resolution of I - IV dutifu l ly, 
but without enthusiasm, noting how l ife grows out of death 
I (40) o oserve how I make my grove 
on an old crannog 
piled by the fearful dead 
(40) grove:grave as crops:corpse - the resurrection theme. 
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and that death is n~cessary for renewal 
report us fairly 
how we slaughter 
for the common good. 
6.15.4 But the fear of death/castration rein t roduced by the re-appearance 
of the father renders hollow this resolution (death as renewal) -
"a desolate peace", recalling the doubts of liThe Digging 
Skeleton ". The scales of "love and terror" - balanced in non-
antagonism in the reformulated unity of the Earth as death and 
womb - tip in favour of death (as in IIGraubelle MCln") under 
the gaze of the invading father (here the foreign IIlegions ll ). 
The dead are not reborn but remain in the Earth in the cast of 
death; 
Our mother ground 
iss ou r wit h the b I 00 d 
of her faithfu I, 
they lie garg l ing 
in her sacred heart 
as the legions stare 
from the ramparts. 
6.15.5 Return to the MO'rher is not a renewal but rather the loss of the 
means of renewal (castration), 
the goddess swallows 
our love and terror. 
- the Mother as "insatiable bride" for whom ''nothing will suffice". 
6.15.6 Thus "Come to the Bower", "Bog Queen" and "Kinship" while 
ostensibly promulgating and a.cfirming a formula that will resolve 
An raeus' predicament and remove the fear of death/castration, 
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introduced by the father, by incorporating death in t o the process 
of renewal (to lose the phallus is not to lose the means of 
renewa l through the Earth Mother), nevertheless shatter the 
resolution which they seek to affirm - in "Come to the Bower" 
and "Bog Queen" by suggesting that reunion with the Earth 
Mother is a (necrophilial) reunion with death (the Earth Mother as 
skeleton) and in "Kinship" by the reappearance of the father In 
the reFormulated Oedipal world without fathers, reintroducing with 
him the fear that reunion with the Mother will bring castration/ 
death as non-renewal. 
6. 1 5 . 7 T h ,j 5 t e x tu a lin a b iii t Y tor e con c i I e the f ear and the w ish i s the 
inevitable result of attempting to' subsume a ternary under a dual 
structure. The dual (Oedipal) structure cannot subsume the third 
structural element, the father. The " text however makes several 
more attempts. 
6.15.8 Whereas "Kinship" sought (unsuccessfully) to resolve the problem 
of the father (castration/death) by incorporating the father in the 
mother - the vagina dententa - (thereby subsuming the third 
element to the dual Oedipal structure) "Bone Dreams" seeks to 
resolve the same problem by making the father mo t her. 
BONE DREArv1S 
I 
'VVhite bone found 
on the gra7ing: 
the rough. porous 
language of touch 
and its yellowing, rjbbed 
impression in the grass-
a small ship-burial. 
As dead as stone, 
flint-find, nugget 
of chalk, 
I touch it again, 
I wind it in 
the sling of mind 
to pitch it at England 
and follow its drop 
to strange fields. 
IT 
Bone-house: 
a skeleton 
in the tongue's 
old dungeons. 
I push back 
Rep roduction 13 
through dictions, 
Elizabethan canopies. 
Nonnan devices, 
the erotic mayflowers 
of Provence 
and the ivied latins 
of churchmen 
to the scop's 
twang, the iron 
flash of consonan ts 
cleaving the line. 
III 
In the coffered 
riches of grammar 
and declensions 
I found han-bur, 
its fire, benches, 
wattle and rafters, 
where the soul 
fluttered a while 
in the roofspace. 
There was a small crock 
for the brain, 
and a cauldron 
of generation 
swung at the centre: 
love-den, blood-holt, 
dream-bower. 
IV 
Come back past 
philology and kennings, 
re-en ter memory 
where the bone's bir 
is a love-nest 
in the grass. 
I hold my lady's head 
like a crystal 
and ossify myself 
by gazing: I am screes 
on her escarpmen ts, 
a chalk gian t 
carved upon her downs. 
Soon my hands, on the sunken 
fosse of her spine 
move towards the passes. 
v 
And we end up 
cradling each other 
between the lips 
of an earthwork. 
As I estimate 
for pleasure 
her knuckles' paving, 
the turning stiles 
of the elbows, 
the vallum of her brow 
and the long wicket 
of collar-bone, 
I have begun to pace 
the Hadrian's Wall 
of her shoulder, dreaming 
of Maiden Castle. 
VI 
One morning in Devon 
I found a dead mole 
with the dew still beading it. 
1 had thought the mole 
a big-boned coulter 
but there it was 
small and cold 
as the thick of a chisel. 
I was told 'Blow, 
blow back the fur on his head. 
Those little points 
were the eyes. 
And feel the shoulders.' 
I touched small distant Pennines, 
a pelt of grass and grain 
running south. 
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6.16 "Bone Dreams" - transliteration (see Reproduction 13) 
6.16.1 I1S one Dreams l1 traverses much the same ground as l1Kinship" and 
I1Belderg l1 etc., foraging back through the bog of language C'rhe 
tongue's/old dungeonsl1), through the various turns of the gyre of 
recurrent history reflected in language (l1Norman devices l1 , 
11Elizabethan canopies l1 , 11the ivied latins l1 etc.,) to find in the 
Gaelic/Norse "ban-hus" a l1bone house11 l1a skeleton 11 that also 
promises renewal. 
6.16.2 The Ga~dic word I1b an l1 may be variously rendered as "grassland", 
"white l1 , "walled enclosure", I1breakwater" or, as In English, 
"ban" (prohibit). The Oid Norse word !'hus" may mean 
"store 11 or "place". Th b h b 
- us an- us may e 
(a) as in the text - 11bone house 11 ; 
"house" , 
(b) grassland place - in the text "love nest/in the grass"; 
(c) white house - in the text "ban hus/its fire, benches/ 
wattle and rafters/where the sou I/flu ttered a wh ile/in 
the roofspace ... "; 
(d) ~reakwater place - womb; 
(e) vagina - house of the bone: in the text "a cauldron/ 
of generation/swung at the centre"; 
(f) prohibited place - Mother's vagina prohibited by the 
incest taboo and threat of castration. 
6.16.3 I1Bone house l1 or I1ban hus 11 thus conflate all the conflicting signif-
lers of ' the text - the Earth as place of death; as vagina/love 
den - bone lair; as breakwater place/the womb/rebirth; as 
Mother's vagina banned by the incest taboo/castration/death. 
6.16.4 These signifiers are in conflict in the text following the invasion 
of the father. In a similar manner these conflicting signifiers 
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(in Sections " and "' of the poem) follow the discov e ry (in 
Section ') of the knowledge of castration. The 
White bone found 
on the grazing 
is, by way of a ve r b a I p I a y on the II i vie d I at in" ~~ us, a sma II 
(b d) h II (41) urie p a us 
As dead as stone. 
6.16.5 One resolution to the problem o f the father is patricide. SecHon 
, describes ego contemplating this way out of Antaeus' predicament, 
David/Antaeus' winding the stone in a sling t o pitch at Goliath/ 
H ercu I eSi 
, wind it in 
the sling of mind 
to pitch it at England. 
6.16.6 Section IV settles on ban hus - the bones lair - as "love nest in 
the grass II • 
Come back past 
philology and kennings 
reenter memory 
where the bone's lair 
is a love nest 
in the grass. 
But in this "bone dream" the Earth Mother is England, the 
. d· r h Inva .. lng "j at er. By thus making the father mother, the text, as 
noted seeks to subsume the third element of the ternary structure 
into the dual Oedipal structure. To make the father mother is 
to suppress the knowledge of sexual differentiation embodied by 
(41) pinus (f) ship, hence "a small-ship burial" 
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the father (that is to suppress/castrate the phallus). The father 
castrated, signified by Medusa's head (or Goliath's removed by 
David) is 
a trophy, decapitated and still potent; the female 
genitals with no penis, but with snakes for hair ... 
The sight of Medusa's head makes the spectator (of 
the primal scene) stiff with terror, turns him to stone. 
The stiff is a corpse, an erection ... Both castration 
and erection achieved in a genitalization of death. (42) 
6.16.7 Castration of the father reconciles death and resurrection (the 
promise of renewal) in the double moment of castration and 
erection. Thus ego holds M7)d u sa's (the castrated father's) 
head -
I hold my lady's head 
I ike a crystal 
and ossify myself 
by gazing: I am screes 
on her escarpments .. 
Ego penetrates the father who is "now Earth Mother: 
Soon my hands on the sunken 
fosse of her spine 
move towards the passes 
And we end up 
cradl irig each other 
between the I ips 
of an earthwork 
6.16.8 The legible signs of the father/England's imperial maleness are 
transformed, by his castration, into fema le signifiers - the "valium" 
becoming 'her' brow, the "wicket" 'her' collar bone, "the turning 
(42) Btown, N.O., Loves~o_dy, Vintage Books, New York, 
1'966 p.66. 
Freud,S., "Medusa's Head" in Collected Papers, London, 
1952, Volume V, pp.l05-106 
.... 
...... 
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stiles" 'her' elbow, the invading Rom a n's wall against the Celtic 
sons (Ha d rian's Wall) becoming "her shou !der", the castle as 
"Maiden Castlel1. 
6.16.9 Section VI consequently finds the father (as Earth-penetrating 
I) I h "b· b d I"· (43) mo e no onger t e Ig one cou ter - I.e. castrator -
of imagination but a withered phallus "small and cold/as the 
thick of a chisel"; his shoulders not the mountainous shoulders of 
Hercules but soft rural English hills, "small distant Pennines/ 
a pelt of grass and grain/running south". 
(43) coulter = plough~ culter = knife 
.... 
PUNISHMENT 
I can feel the tug 
of the halter at the nape 
of her neck, the wind 
on her naked front. 
It blows her nipples 
to amber beads, 
it shakes the frail rigging 
of her nos. 
I can see her drowned 
body in the bog, 
the weighing stone, 
the Booting rods and boughs. 
Under which at first 
she was a barked sapling 
that is dug up 
oak-bone, brain-firkin: 
her shaved head 
like a stubble of black com, 
her blindfold a soiled bandage, 
her noose a ring 
to store 
the memories of love. 
Little adulteress, ' 
before they punished you 
you were flaxen-haired, 
undernourished, and your 
~ tar-black face was beautiful. 
My poor ~capegoat, 
I almost love you 
but would have cast, I know, 
the stones of silence. 
I am. the artful voyeur 
of your brain's exposed . 
and darkened combs, 
your muscles' webbing 
and all your numbered bones: 
I who have stood dumb 
when your betraying sisters, 
cauled in tar, 
wept by the railings, 
who would connive 
in civilized ou trage 
yet understand the exact 
and tribal, intimate revenge. 
.... 
Reproduction 14 
...... 
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6. 17 " P . h tIl 'JnIS me n -
"Punishment" by alluding to three h istorical periods or turns of 
the gyre sugg e sts that the u nion of k in and non-kin results In 
barrenn e ss and death - the wedding ring as "a noose". 
6.17.1 The text conflates the fate of the girl found in t he Windelby bog 
(,Idrowned/body in the bog'l) wi l-h that of MO 'r her Ireland; 
before they pUi"lished you 
you were flaxenhaired 
undernourished and your 
tar black face was beautiful 
and that of the wom e n, tarred and feathered In Belfast; 
. . . . b e iT a yin g sis t e r s 
cau led in tar 
wept by 1the railings. 
6.17.2 Th e link between the three IS their common act of union wi t h 
non-kin outsiders -
(a) the bog body is that of an adulteress who by her 
. h· d I II,· I· actions as Inverte normat ,<In re atlons; 
(b) Ireland has been penetra ted by the invading English 
inverting kin reia t ions and e s tablishing new lines of 
SUCCeSSion; 
(c) the wom~ n tarred and feathered in Belfast have had 
rela t ions with the invading British soldiers and as 
"betraying s isters" have dislocated endogamous 
' tribal ' relat i ons. 
6 .17.3 In each case union with non-kin bring s b ar renn e ss and non-renewal; 
(a) in the case of the bog b ody, pu n ishment and death -
a shaved head, st r ang ul a t ion an d drowning; 
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(b) in the case or Ireland, once 'flaxen haired' and 
beautiful, punishment by famine - "her sha_v~d ___ h_~ad 
like a stubble of black corn"; 
(c) in the case of the Belfast wom en punishment of 
shaved heads, feathers and a cau I of tar. 
For all three the shav3d head, like the tonsure of the nun, 
porten ds barrenness and the inability to produce or sustain progen y . 
6.17.4 The necessity of this "exact/and tribal, intima t e revenge" is the 
necessity of maintaining the incestuous dual Oedipal structure of 
regeneraHon and of therefore excluding the ternary (union with 
non -· kin) structure by portraying it as non - regenerative, non-
. 
renewing. 
6.17.5 "Aisli ng ll repeats that the ternary structure of regeneration leads 
to death and non-renewal. 
AISLING 
He rourted her 
With a decadent sweet art 
Like the wind's vowel 
Blowing through the hazels: 
'Are you Diana . . .1' 
And was he Actaeon, 
His high lament 
The stag's exhausted belling? 
Reproduction IS 
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6 0 1 8 " A is lin g II - t ran s Ii! era ti ~  ~ _ R e J? rod u c t ion 1 5) 
6.18.1 Acta e ::> n , ha v ing seen Artemis - the Earth goddess - bathing and 
thus introduced to the knowledge of castration, transcends the 
Oedipal stage to the ternary world of ad u lt sexuality - i.e., he 
is transformed into a stag. 
6.18.2 Actaeon "the stag "courts" Diana, goddess of hunting and 
chastity. 
6. 1 g. 3 Th e prey cou rts the predator - a cou rtsh ip un i qu ely doomed to 
non -renewa I. In the myth Actaeon is hunted to dealh. His 
rutting call ("belling") becomes the dirge ("lament") of his own 
death. Thu~ union with non-kin (mother surrogate) leads to non-
renewal/non-progeneration. 
-
STRANGE FRUIT 
H ere is the girl's head like an exhumed gourd. 
Oval-faced, prune-skinned, prune-stones for teeth. 
They. unswaddled the wet fem of her hair 
And made an exhibition of its coil, 
Let the air at her leathery beauty. 
Pash of tallow, perishable treasure: 
Her broken nose is dark as a turf clod, 
Her eyeholes blank as pools in the old workings. 
Diodorus SicuIus confessed 
His gradual ease among the likes of this: 
Murdered, forgotten, namdess, terrible 
'Beheaded girl, outstaring axe 
And beatification, outstaring 
What had begun to feel like reverence. 
-
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6.19 "Strange Fruit" - trans l iteration (see Reproduction 16) 
-- - -- - ,. --- - --
6.1 ';;.1 Tne "Srrange Fru it" is the severed head of a girl sacrificed to the 
goddess of renewal (Nerthus), The fruit is "strange" precisely 
because unlike fruit it does not fall to earth to bring forth new 
fru it bu t remains unrenewed. 
6.19,:2 A possible explanation of this non-renewal, proffered by 
"Punishment" - is that the girl has had relations with non-kin/ 
outsiders. Thus the text notes how the invader 
Diodorus S i culus confessed 
His gradual ease among the likes of this. 
6.19.3 Though full of life (a fleshy fruit, "like an exhumed gourd") 
the head is also empty of I ife (the gourd as ho How container); 
"prune skinned, ~rune stones for teeth!l signifying the fruit 
shrivelled and dried as a prune but also containing the seeds of 
new life - the prune stones; "her eyeholes ~Iank as pools in the 
old workings" sugge3t an emptiness filled; she outstares death 
(" axe ") and rebirth ("beatification"). 
6.19.4 A severed head, 'empty but full' might suggest the severed 
Med'J san head of "Bone Dreams" and the resolution of Antaeus' 
predicament proposed there, i.e., castration as resurrection. 
6.19.5 But the 'fruit' unren8wed in the bog also suggests fullness as 
emp t iness ("a p-=risherable treasure ") and at best the poem's 
conflicting significations cancel each other leaving unresolved 
-7 9 -
the opposition of death as fullness (renewa l) or as emptiness and 
the void (non-renewal). 
6.19.6 The IIStrange Fruit ll petrified in the bog, between death and 
renewal leaves Antaeus still in limbo, his predicament unresolved. 
6. 1 9 . 7 A fur the rat t e m p t is made I n liThe Be t h rot h a I of C a 'I r; h i II11 I" 0 
subsume the third element of the ternary structure (the father) to 
the dual Oedipal struci"ure. 
THE BETROTHAL OF 
CAVEHILL 
Gunfire barks its questions off Ctvehill 
And the profiled basalt maintains its stare 
South: proud, protestant and northern, and m31e. 
Adam untouched, before the shock of gender. 
They still shoot here for luck over a bridegroom. 
The morning I drove out to bed me down 
Among my love's hideouts, her pods and broom, 
They fired above my car the ritual gun. 
Reproduction 17 
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6.20 "The Bet hrothal of Cavehill" - transliteration (see Reproduction 17) 
----- - -- - --- - -- - - - --- - - - - ---=--- - ---- - - --- -
6. 2U. 1 Cavehill (standing above Belfast) signifies the (Protestant) 'father' 
("proud, protestant and northern and male "). 
6.20.2 Ego drives ou~ to be re-united with the Earth Mother (lito b r;d me 
down/Among my love's hideouts, her pods and broom"). 
6.20.3 "They still shoot for luck here over a b r ideg room." They shoot 
over ego who is 'bridegroom' to the Earth Mother. They also 
shoot over C(]vehill, the 'fal'her'; 
Gunfire barks its question off Cav '8hill. 
6.20.4 The question is, is he also to be bethrothed to the Earth Mother? 
Can the father and the son both be bethrothed to the Mother, 
reconciling their opposition and the fear of castration In a 
comp ei- ition between brothers rather than father/castrator and son; 
hence the otherwise ambiguous description of the Cavehill/father 
as "male .... before the shock of gender", more accurately a 
de s cription of the prelapsarian Antaeus (or his brother?). 
l 
ACT OF UNION 
I 
To-night, a first movement, a pulse, 
As if the rain in bogland gathered head 
To slip and flood: a bog-burst, . 
A gash breaking open the ferny bed. 
Your back is a finn line of eastern coast 
And anTIS and legs are thrown 
Beyond your gradual hills. I caress 
The heaving province where our past has grown. 
I am the tall kingdom over your shoulder 
That you would neither cajole nor ignore. 
Conquest is a lie. I grow older 
Conceding your half-independent shore 
Withln whose borders now my legacy 
Culminates inexorably. 
II 
And I am stiII imperially 
Male, leaving you with the pain, 
The rending process in the colony, 
The battering ram, the boom burst from within. 
The act sprouted an obstinate fifth column 
Whose stance is growing unilateral. 
His heart beneath your heart IS a wardrum 
~ustering force. His parasitical 
And ignorant little fists already 
Beat at your borders and I know they're cocked 
At me across the water. No treaty 
I foresee will salve completely your tracked 
And s.tretchmarked body, the big pain 
That leaves you raw, like oPened ground, again. 
Reproduction 18 
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6.21 "Act of Union" - transliteration (se e Re produ c tion 18) 
6.21.1 In the final poem, "Act of Union", the "text envisages yet 
another way of overcoming th e probl e m of t h e in t ractable third 
structural elem e n t , the Father - through his natural demise. 
6 . 2 'T . 2 Ego 0 f the poe m is the Fat her (E n g I an d ) I e sse as t rat 0 r now t han 
benign patron; 
I am the tall kingdom over your shou lder 
That you would neither cajole nor ignore 
Conquest is a lie ... 
6.21.3 As the Father grows older he loosens, gradually, his hold over 
the Mother; 
I grow older 
Conceding your half independent shore 
6.21.4 But even this possibility of release for Antaeus is, in fact, 
b locke d, for as has bee n noted (para 6.6.2 above), th e ternary 
system of regeneration ensures the renewal of the Father through 
his sons. 
6.21.5 Thus, 
a first movement, a pulse 
signifies an imminent birth as the waters of the womb ("the rain 
in bogland") 
gathered head 
To slip and f lood; a bog burst 
A gash breaking open the ferny bed. 
The "legacy" of the Father's Act of Union with Ireland lIculmina-
tes inexorably", in Ulster, "the heaving province where our past 
hu: grown II. 
6.21.6 Anc.l once again union with non-kin is cha racterized as non-
renewing as the Fatherls son - the new Father-castra or - prepares 
to emerge 
The act sprouted an obstinate fifth coluiTln 
Whose stance is growing unilateral. 
His heart beneath your heart is a war drum 
Musj-ering f orce. H is parasitical 
And ig no r an t little f ists already 
Beat at your borders alld I ~now iheylre cocked 
At me across the war:=r. 
6 . 2 1 . 7 T h u sun Ion' wit h non - kin - E n 9 I and I s II A c ~- ~ fUn ion" wit h Ire I and 
a sin II Pun ish men II etc., beg e t s the 5 i g n if i cat ion s 0 f n'] n - r en 2 w u, I 
here a monster child, the new inva ding Father-c':Jstrator, eclipsing 
the 'Father forsaken', bringing more rapacious agony for the 
Mo~'her 
th8 big pain 
T hat I e a v e s you raw i ike 0 :) e n -= d 9 r 0 u n d a g Cl I n 
and no release from the threat of castration and death for the 
native sons. 
6.21.8 The new I-other (replacing England) in enforcing the incest taboo 
• 
in ord er to maintain his grip on the Molrter and thus standing In 
the wa y or Celtic repossession of Ireland IS the natura! son of 
the Act of Union (1801) viz., the Ulster Protestants or Anglo/ 
Irish 'those son's of bastard's ghosts. ,(44) 
(44 ) the p h r a s = i s J I) y c e ' 5 _" C Y c lop s II ~~ 53 ~ , V i n tag e 8 00 !( S , 
New York, 1961, pp.376-441. 
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6.22 SUMMARY OF TRANSLITERi~, TION 
6.22.1 The process of the text of "North" is the proc e ss of generating 
and affirming a system of regeneration which remains true to 
the Oedipal/pre-invasion dual structure of renewal through re-
union with the Mother, bu ,t which incorporates the third 
structural element of the invading ternary system (the father) 
within the dual structure, thereby removing the fear of 
castration/death/non-renewal from the project of reunion with 
the Mother by making it integral to the process of regeneration. 
6 . 22 . 2 T his res 0 I uti 0 n of Ant a e u Sip red i cam e nt, 0 f !. h ~ __ !~ a r 0 f cas t rat ion 
and death with th_~~~lt_ of return to the Mother and renewal, 
is establ ished in the text by a direct mediation of the oppositions 
of the dual and ternary structures (set out below),in which the 
Mother appropriates the characteristics of the Father as castrator 
(Nerthus) and in which castration/death is integrated into the 
process of re newa I . To return to the Mother is to be castrated/ 
die, is to be reborn; . VIZ. , 
OEDIPAL 
MOTHER 
POST OEDIPAL 
MOTHER--(+-)-FATHER 
(+) i 1 (+) 
SONS 
(a) reunion with 
the Mother 
= renewal 
~ 
"-
incest" taboo (+) 
"'-SONS -- NON KIN 
/ 
incest taboo' 
/' 
SO 1'4 S 
(b) reunion with the Mother = castration/ 
loss of the means of renewal 
-
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TEXT JAL MEDIATION 
(c) reunion with the Mot'her = 
castration/death = renewal 
6.22.3 This mediation begets the concept of renewal through death 
in the cause of restoration to the Mother and a circular 
process of regeneration (and therefore of history). 
6.22.4 However the resolution which is offered is incomplete and is 
interrogated in the text - by, e. g., the image of the 'Mother-
Risen l as skeleton in "Come to the Bower" and "Bog Queen", 
by the conflicts of meaning in the poem "Kinshipll, by the 
attempted alternative resolutions to the problem of the father 
as in IIBone Dreams ll , "Bethrothal of Cavehill" etc. These 
sl ippages and dissonances are indicative of the absence of a 
significant term by which the problem of the Father might be 
transcended. 
6.22.5 The one means of transcending Antaeus' predicament which is 
noticeably absent from the text is the classic me thod of 
resolving the castration complex, viz., union with a non-kin 
mother surrogate. Where union with non-kin does appear in 
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the text however it is rejected-in-principle as in "Punishment", 
itA' I' 11 IS I ng , IIS 'rrange i=ruit ll etc., as non-regenerative (resulting 
in barrenness and sterility). 
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7 II ;'\1 0 R:- H II - R E LA T I 0 '-l S HIP 0 F T t-' E T EXT T 0 IDE 0 LOG Y AND 
HISTORY 
}' .1 It has been noted that th8 process of the text is the proc es s of 
the attempted resolution of the problem of rec0:1ciling the 
presence of the father (and the II ·: e t h 2 knowledge of cas t rat i 011/ 
d 8 a t h) wi;, h -I' h e 0 e dip a I pro i e c t 0 f r e new a I t h r 0 ugh r e u n ion with 
the mother - i.e., of overcoming the :astration complex without 
abolishing t- he Oedipal project. 
7 . 1 . 1 I tho s a Iso b e -= n not ~ d tho t the res 0 I uti 0 n 0 f t his' pro b I e In 0 r fer e d 
by rhe text is the incorporation of castro ion (death) into the 
Oe d i p a I pro c e S s 0 f r e n i; W (l I t h r 0 ugh a now her map h rod i tic tv\ 0 t'l e r 
(N e r t h us) , i. e ., Mot her as M c' the r - F a I-her I and r e new a I t h r 0 ugh 
death in th e cause of resto.ation to the Mother. 
7 . 1 . 2 1ft heM 0 the r ISS e e n, as in - the t ext, as M f) the r Ire! and the n 
the mediation of the o?positions offere d by the text produces 
one of the cen~ral tenets of (Irish) Catholic Nationalist ideolog y, 
viz., renewal through death In the cause of restoration of the 
nativ2 sons to the Mo ·~herland . 
·7.1.3 It has been noted that id e olo9/ se -rs itself only those probl e ms 
• 
which it can reso lve (or leave unresolved ) wirhoiJt interrogatin g 
i tse If. In this in s tance !Joth i'he IIproblem ll of th e tex t (the 
opposition of the dual and ternary structu r'2 s) an d the "solut ion" 
( the m 2 d i a t ion 'lot e dab 0 v '2) a • e d e r i v e d fro m the raw m Q t e ria I s 
oft h e ide 0 log y 0 f Cat hoi i c Nat ion a lis m . Hen c :; j-h e s i mil or i t Y 
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(noted at para 6.2.4) of the pre-invasion/Oedipal world of 
"An raeus " to Cotholic Nationalist ideology's represen tation of 
the pre-invasion "Celtic twilight" and the resemblance of the 
post-invasion post-Oedipal world of the text to Cathol ic ~Iation -
alist ideology's representation of post~English )-invas ion Ireland. 
In addition the threat of castration/death consequent upon the 
sonls attempted reunion with the rno her echoes that ideology's 
representation of the 'murderous suppression l by the :ather 
(England) of the 'Risings' of rebellious Irish sons seeking to dis-
p I ace the Fat her fro m p 0 sse 5 s ion 0 f the M 0 {. her ( 1 rei and) . 
7.1.4 Para 6.10.5 above has noted how the mediation of these 
oppositions within a circular process of reg eneral"ion begets the 
perception of history as the leternal recurrence of the same' -
history as gyre. 
7.1.5 The following extract from ail orticle in the ProvisionGI Irish 
Republican Armyls newspaper ~uSlicon ~cw~ indicates the 
contemporary use within Catholic Na t ionalist id eo logy of these 
ide 0 log i c a I ( and t e x tu a I) rep res e n tat ion s - 0 f the 0 e dip a I lin k 
bet wee n Ire I and Cl i1 d h (:! r na t i ve son s ,of the v i 0 I a t ion 0 f M 0 rh e r 
• Ireland by the father, of death as renewal and of the necessity 
of d eat h I n e v (~ r y g e n era t ion I nth e n am e 0 f reg e n era ~ ion ( the 
cycle of history); VIZ; 
If we know Ireland of the great joys, deep sorrows 
an d holy mClne>ries, we will love her with Glove 
that cannot be killed. If We do not know her as 
children know their mother, we cannot be certain 
• 
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that when trials com e to her, W2 will not stand 
loyally by her stainless cause, willing to suffer pa in, 
privations and sacrifice for the sake of the Motherland 
God has given into our keeping to love, serve and 
prize to the best of our abi I ity. " That coun try may 
be tram pl ed to the earth, scourged, starved, insulted 
and laid prostrate under the heels of cruel enemies 
but she will rise ag'Jin, radiant and beautiful, for the 
magic of the love that has been given to her will keep 
her heart forever young and call to her a few or many 
in every generation to suffer and d ie, if need be, that 
she might live. ,,(1) 
7.1.6 No systematic study of the significations by which Catholic 
Nationalist ideology 'lives' the real has yet be2n undertaken but 
Richard K~arney's recent article "Myth and Terror"(2), despite 
its limitations, does provide some indicGtion of the importance 
• 
to that ideology of the representations isolated abovr.= as deriving 
from the text of North. 
7.1.7 Indeed Kearney's article (on which the following discussion draws 
heavily) closely parallels the text of i:I_orth in attem p ting to 
explain the present Irish 'troubles ' as motivated by 
an exigiency of sacrifice to some mythological Ireland; 
an ancestral deity who wou Id respond to the mcrtyrdom 
of her sons by rising from her ancien t slumber to 
pursue her destiny ..... F inn Ag oin Awake. (3) 
7 "1.8 D~ ?!~_~~~newuj; Kearney illustrates in som e det ail "how deeply 
rooted in the Irish psyche IS the mythological cult of sacrifice " , and 
(1) Belfast, 24 September 1972 
(2) Kearney, R., IIjv\yrh and Terror", In ~he ~r_~n_e __ B?_g, 
Vol 2, No 1 and 2, 1978, pp.125-139. 
(3) Kearney, op.cit., p.127 
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oblation for renewal, quoting Lennox Robinson; 
E'v8rything in Ireland has either taken place 
before Easter week or after Easter week. (4) 
The central significance of Easter week in Catholic Nationalist 
mythology (ideology) is, as Kearney notes, the central significance 
of the representation of death as resurrection. Thus the battle 
which began the decisive war of Irish independence began at 
Easter (1916) - "the Easter Rising" - linking forever, in nationalist 
semiology, 'insurrection' with 'resurrection'; 
The day before the Rising was Easter Sunday and 
they were crying joyfu lIy in the churches "Christ 
has Risen". On the following day they were crying 
in the streets "Ireland has Risen." (5) 
7.1.9 The point was not missed by the leaders of the Rising, hot least 
by Padraig Pearse. Pearse's ideological addiction to the repre-
sentation of renewal through death in the name of reunion with 
the Mother is evidenced throughout his speeches and writings, as 
Kearney has shown - referring in this case to Pearse's oration 
at the grave of the Fenian leader 0' Donovan Rossa (now a 
"standard text" in the repertoire of Cathol ic national ist ideology): 
In this address steeped through with mythological 
idioms of seasonal and generational renewal by 
blood, Pearse claimed that the 'new generations' 
that had been 'rebap'tised in the Fenian faith' 
would shortly come to age as a 'miraculous ripening 
(4) qu:>ted Kearney, op.cit., p.132 
(5) Jane S1"ephens, quoted Kearney, op. cit., p. 133 
-
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seed ' . he concluded with the now immortal lines: 
II ife springs from death and from the ~raves of patriot 
men and w 0 men s p r i n g I i v i n g wa t e r s .( ?. The f 00 Is, 
the fools, the fools, they (England) have left us our 
Fenian dead, and while Ireland holds these graves 
Ireland unfree shall never be at peace. 1(7) 
7.2 Kearney considers Pearse the most articulate spokesman of the 
ideology and notes; 
In a farewell letter to his mother written from his 
cell in Kilmainham prison shortly before his execution 
he bade his mother Jlnot to grieve for all this bu,t to 
think of it as a sacrifice". He included a poem 
entitled 'A Mother Speaks' in which he patently 
identifies himself with the sacrificed Christ "who had 
gone forth to die for men" and compares his mother's 
faith in his powers of renewal with Mary1s faith in 
the resurrection: "Dear MariY I I have shared thy sorrow 
and soon shall share thy Joy ... II 
But this mythos of sacrifice was not merely a private 
fantasy. In the months following the Rising numerous 
posters with the caption "AII is changed" were to be 
seen in Dublin depicting the martyred Pearse in a 
pieta position supported by the mythic figure of 
Mother Erin (brandishing -a tricolour ,.)(8) 
7.2.1 The same theme of death as a renewal recurs in the Procl amation 
of the Provisional Government of the Irish Republic (1916) -
one of the testaments of Catholic Nationalist ideology (a fact 
(6) those who recollect Heaney1s use of the same image in 
ItC ome to the Bower" may be interested to compare James 
Stephens poem entitled "Spring 1916'1 with Heaney's "Bog 
Queen ", viz., I Be green upon the ir graves, 0 happy Spring/ 
Now we are born again and now are wei-Wintered so long 
beneath an icy hand-/New-risen into life and liberty,/ 
Because the Spring is come into our land .. I quoted in 
Kearney, op.cit., p.133 
(7) quoted Kearney p. 127 
(8) Kearney, op.cit., pp.128-9 
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reflected, not least, In the aDoellation of the 'Provision:ll' I I 
I.R,A.,(9)) - which proclaims, inter ,)!ia; 
Irishmen and Irishwomen, in the nam e of GoJ an.::! 
the dead generations from which she receives her 
old tradition of nationhood, Ireland, througl us, 
summons her children to her .flag a n d strikes for 
her freedom ... In this supreme hour, the Irish nation 
must, by its valour and discipline and by the 
readiness of its c~il~ren to sacrifice themselves for 
the common good 10 prove it{elf worthy of the august 
destiny to which it is called. 11) 
7.2.2 This mythological personification of Ireland as the mother 
demanding blood sacrifice of her children in the name of renewal 
reappears in Yeat's play Cathleen Ni Houlihan, which as 
• Kearney notes, 
enacts the myth of Erin b2 ing renew E:: d by the 
blood of her hero~s. C8thleen summons Michael Darcy, 
a young peasant, about to be mGrrie d , to revolt, 
c 0 u n sell i n g b I 00 d sac j" i f iCe as the 0 n I y mea n s to 
redeem the nation (12) 
7.2.3 Kearney (as does Hean t"=y) traces these oblation myths b8ck to 
"the pagan mythos of seasonal reiuvenation", "the ancient 
h I . I If' f' . I I..J b' h II (1 3) b my too 9 I C Cl C Y c e s 0 sac r I I C I are new a : an :J rei r tor n 
(9f -A p ; f ~t-m ~ de i n G eo r g (; , D., " The sea ret he Pro vis ion a I s II , 
The New Statesman, 19 October 1971 
• 
( 1 0) 
(1 1 ) 
( 1 2) 
( 1 3) 
----
c.f. Heaney's lin2 in IIKinship", (para 6.15. 3 ab ov 8) : 
"P- ~~ \Jd, .. /how we slaughter/ for the com mo n good." 
quoted Kearney, op ~i-.!., p. 126 
ibid., p.135 
ibid., p.129 
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again In the consciousness and poetics of 1916 and again accord-
ing to Kearney as the IIfundamental moti v a t ing id e ologyll of the 
contemporary struggle; 
It is to this ... mythos of ren "~wal through sacrificial 
terror that the Provisionals refer when t hey speak of 
'taking their inspirarion and experience from the past~ (14) 
7.2.4 Circular view of history; the continuation of these past rites In 
the presenl- invokes to its justification the circular view of 
history which as has been shown parallels the 'death as renewal' 
• 
representation In CCltholic Nationalist ideology. Kearney 
. 
acknowledges this characteristic of the ideology (ll nat ionalist 
m y 1-hoi 0 9 Y II) and i n del i n eat i n g a II c l) Ito f t err 0 r II - i n w h i c h 
the 't err 0 r i s t' 11m u s t per i 0 d i c a I I y 0 pen his ( a n j his c 0 ill In U nit y 's) 
v e ins tot h e flo w 0 f d i v i n e power i nor d e r tor e new him S I; If" _ 
he writes; 
The terror cult halts the profane time of the passing 
away of life. Through initiatory and sacrificial rites 
it brings time to a standstill and revivifies those 
mythic paradigms which h ave survived as the 'depositum' 
of atavisti c experience .. The terror CLJ I t grants man a 
victory over history by permitting him to return to h is 
origins, (to) participation in the imm 2 mor ial past. 
Man ... takes recourse in the mythic law of the 'eternal 
recurrence of the same' - i. e., the recurrence of the 
same ancestral hero8s, of the same paradigms of 
destruction and renewal (15) 
7.2.5 It is of in terest that Kearney like Heaney also se e s th e se d e ath 
through renewal and circular history motifs as the in~vitable 
out_c_o~~ of ~~potence (in H e an l~y's text, Antaeus' onanistic 
-( 1 4) i bli,::1., p. 1 36 
(15) ibid., p.131 
• 
• 
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impotence in th '3 face of the threat of castra t ion by th e inva d ing 
father); viz., 
The experience of terror central to my ~ h - and 
particularly the myth of sacrifice a ll d renewal- IS 
perhaps most plausibly explained in terms of a 
comm u nity's original experience of to ~ al im p ote nce 
before a cruel and ine~~<:t_a_ble destiney ... Just as 
this 'cruel and ine!ucf"able destiney' was the cosmic 
evil of dem o ns for primitive man and the political 
evil of the Roman Empire for ma n)' Christians it was 
and is British imperial ism for many Irish Rep u b l i cans. (16) 
" ...... / con t-J. 
(16) ibid., p.132 (my emphasis) 
• 
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7.2.6 Thus Kearney an:! Heaney are In accord in drawing from the 
raw materials of CCltholic Nationalist ideology an 'explanation
' 
of contemporary events In Northern Ireland in which the impotence 
of the natives (sons) in the face of the "crU211' (castrt'Jting) 
invader (fa ther) leads to an attempted resolution of their dis-
possessed state (in limbo) In the "cult of terror" (death as 
renewal - the religion of "N edhus"), generating In turn "the 
eternal recurrence of the same" (history as gyre). 
7.2.7 But far from clarifying the Northern Ireland situation both texts 
. 
tend to a reiteration of the 'myth of a tavism ' which, as Nairn 
has indicated, is still "the most popular diagnosis of the war In • 
I I d ,,(17) d h' h . re an an w IC , In p 0 stu I at i n g th e ( e t ern a I) r e c Ij r r e nee 
of ancient genes and bad blood, manifests one of the essential 
charac~eristics of the ideology itself. 
7.2.8 T~1e debt of Heaney's text to the raw materials of Catholic 
National ist ideology has been indicated in rel ation to the opposi-
• 
tion and resolution which constitute the manifest order (problem 
and solution) of the text. 
-----
But, as has been noted in the trans-
lation, this 'ord e r' is an illusory order (projected onto disorder) 
I.e., an order that is in~om£le te. Evid ence of this incompleten2ss 
( 1 7) N air n , T., Th e ~~ e a k -=-~ e _ ~ ~ ~ r J ! ~ in: C r i s i san d N e 0 -
Coloni 'Jlism, New Left Books, Lon don 1976 p.227; 
see for example Professor Richard Rose, Governing 
VV' i2~~~~~~~e_n_sus, Faber, London 1971 ,-~iz ~,- -lIfreland 
is almost a land without history because the troubles of 
the past ore I ived as contemporary events." 
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exists In parapraxIs such as the image of the 'Mother-Risen' as 
skelej-on in "Come to the Bower" and "Bog Q'J'2en l ', th2 conflicts 
of m2anlng that disorder and interrogate the resolution proposed 
In "Kinship", the baffling attempts to recast the Father as 
brother, or mother, In "Bethrothal of Cav2hill" and -'Bone Dreams" 
etc. 
7.2.9 These sl ippages are not however to b8 considered as aberrations 
from the structured resolution of the textual oppositions ( - as 
would be j-he case in structural myth analysis - ) but as evidence 
of a d e t e ~ n:: i~ ~ ted i s 0 r d e roc cas ion e d by, and i n d i cat i v e 0 f , a 
• 
significant missing term with which the oppositions of the text 
might be transcended - a significant term which, however, by 
transc~nding the oppositions of the text would interrogate the 
problematic of the ideology which the text 'produ.:es' and Nhich, 
In consequence, the texf cannot see and of which it cannot 
speak. 
7.3 It is precisely such an abse~cG which (as noted in Section 2) sets 
• 
the text in motion, for without this absence the text would have 
not h i n g to say; i tis the ref 0 ret he t ext's con s t i tu i t i ve a b sen c e . 
T h at is, the t ex tu a lop p 0 sit ion san d the pro c e s s 0 f the i r res 0 I uti 0 n 
- which constitutes the process of the text - only exist in the 
absence of those elements which ideology occludes in order to 
reproduce itself. (18) 
(18) Macherey, op. cit., j)p.150-155 
7 . 3. 1 
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A d · I h b I • ,. I ..:::cor Ingly t. e text may e seen as circling Ilabout the 
absences of that which it cannot say, haunted by the absence of 
d d II (1 9) . hi' r b I certain represse war s attempting t e reso utlon 01 a fJro em 
that it cannot solve because the problem ex ists precisely because 
(20) 
of what is absent ; 
the absence ..... without which there would be 
nothing to say. (21) 
And sin:e it is an absence which structures the tex~, the structure 
of the text must be seen, In consequence, as 'decentred ' (i. e. I 
not the i m min e n t s t r u c t u reo f my t han a I y sis ,) . 
7.3.2 It is this ~~se~~~ which constitutes the key relationship of the • 
text to ideology - I.e., • I d' In exc!u Ing the absent term ideology 
structures the text, sets it In motion, de termin e s its disorder. 
7.3.3 The significant missing term that determines the structure of the 
• 
text of North IS, as identified In the transliteration, the possib-
ility of regeneration through union with non·-kin. When the text 
encounte rs this ?ossibility - as in I' Punishm e nt 1', IIAislin g 11 , 
- it is only to reject it in e.cinciple, (as non-
regenerativ '~, portending barrenness and sterility) since, as noted 
In para 2.2.1 
the whole funci-ion of the field (of the problematic) 
is not to S2e them (the absences), to forbid any 
sighting of them. 
( 1 9) ~~} 9 ., p. 8 0 
(20) "an impotent, inadequate, incomplete, torn and empty 
discourse flinging itself into the quest for an exclu de d 
centre. 11 ibi:J., p.63 
(21) ibid., p.155 
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7.3.4 The necessity of the problematic of Catholic NG t ionalist ide ology 
~ ~ t _- ~ ~ ~~ 9 t his P 0 s sib iii t y i s the n e c 2 s sit y 0 f e x c Iud i n 9 fr 0 mit s 
fie I d 0 f 'v i s ion pre cis ely t hat w h i c h w 0 u ! din t e rr 0 g at e it, t h rea ten 
its dissolution. 
7.3.5 Tha~ is to say, Catholic Nationalist ideology depends for its 
reproduction on the absence of the repres e ntation of th e union 
of kin and non ·-kin, i.e., · the absence of the represen-ration of 
the union of (Catholic) kin with (non Catholic/Protestant) non-
kin. (22) Or put another way, Ca tholic Nationalist id,ology 
depends for its reproduction on the continuation of sectarianism 
• 
a n_ d_ _ s~g~ ~1l9 t ion and the I non .- vis ion' 0 f the p 0 s sib iii t Y 0 f soc i a I 
and political integration of the Catholic and Prote~tant commun-
it i e s . Gibbon, Burton et al., have in d icated the 8xrent to w h ich 
this is, in fact, the case within i-he Northern Irish social 
. (23) formation. 
7 . 3 . 6 Bur ron , for e x amp Ie, not i n g how t"-l 0 r the r n I r ish II Ca t hoi i c soc i a I 
• 
consciousness is permcuted by the ideological patterns of 
'sectarianism' u and 'Re?ublicanism' has written of 
the economic and political capital to be 
sustaine d from the continu e d emphasis on 
difference (24) 
(22) -- ~-nd-,- by--extension, of the union of Ireland (kin) and 
England (non-kin) 
(23) Gibbon, P., "The Dial e ctic of Re ligion an d C!as s in Ul s te r" 
N e w _ _ ~e!~ _ Re~ew, No. 55, 1969; 
Burton, F., The Politics of Legi t im Cl ~y; S~ruggles in a 
Be I fast C omrnu n i ty ~;~-I edge ~ I~ d-K ~g-a-n- -P~-u-I ,- L.) n don, 
197 8;- Prob~0,-B-., Beyon d Orang e an d Gr e~l}-, .Aca de my 
Prc3s, Lon d on, 1978. 
(24) Burton, op.cit., ::>.47 - a s will be noted this is increasingly 
les3 the c ;~;:-
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and indicates in his stu d , of a 6~!fast Catholic community how 
ideology - both ClJtholic Nationalism and its mirror reflection 
Ulster Protestantism - has turned differences deriving from econ-
omic and political practices into a Iisocial construction ~f 
h II 110 d G h 'd II (25) et nicity ,an range an reen apart el . 
7.3.7 The material practice of the ideological representation of the 
• 
non '-u n ion 0 f kin and non - kin i s rea! i Zed in, i n t era I i a , the 
social geography of segregation, i. e., the division of Northern 
Irish towns and cities into closely demarcated ar8as, inhabited 
either by Protestant Unionist or Catholic Nationalist to the eX-
clusion of the other; in the existence alongside each other of 
two societies 
characterized by !leur endogamy... (26) 
and patterns of exclusive sociability; 
In the Ilemphasis on polarity; ~ettler/native, Loyalist/R s b ... d, 
Prutestant/Cathol ic U · . /N' I' II (27) nlonlst a t lona.lst; In the total 
• 
segregation of education : in occlJaptional and unemployment dis-
t rib uti 0 n s; i n b I 0 c k v 0 tin 9 a I i g n men j-s ; I nth e i'-l a t ion a lis t p r act ice 
of labstentionism l and non-recognition of the politica! and judicial 
systems of British Ulster; an d in a ;/l8re subtle form of ideological 
interpella t ion which Burton has termed Iitellingll, by which the 
ideological division is affirmed and reinforced through the 
( 2 5-f --i b i d~ ,--P ~ 4 s u c h t hat PI" 0 t est a n sail:) C Cl tho I i c s 
consider it possible to distingu ish their 'racial' difference 
on the basis of physiognomic features, dress etc. 
(26) i bid., p. 66 
(27) ibid., ~.66 
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as~i~i9~_(~~_9~ ~_ i~~ginary) of difference - based on name, 
dd h I h · d . . (28) a ress, sc 00 , P YSlognomy, ress, prOnQU nclatlon, '2dc. 
What territory provides in physicol terms by minimizing 
the likelihood of mixed social interaction, telling 
partially achieves outside of the restricted areas. 
In th is sense te II ing constitu tes men t al bri cks and 
mortar. It is the conceptual and cognitive ghetto 
of N orthern _lr~~_i_d_e?~~~i~~1 -s-;~f~l - ~~T~i-;~s. (29) 
7.3.8 Violation of the ideological prohibition of union with n~n-kin 
beg e t s the " t rib a 1/ i n i' i mat ere v eng e 11 0 f "P u n ish men t 11, V I Z • , 
tarring and feathering of the "betraying sisters" arld not In-
frequently death. Inter-marriage across the ideological divide 
. 
(exogamy) is rare. (30) 
, . 
7.3.9 It was on the basis of this ideological prohibition of the union 
• 
with non-kin that the Northern Irish state wus maintained for 
over 50 years. As Barritt and · C8rter noted (in 1962) 
In writing of social relations and of discrimination 
In employment we have tried to show how differences 
of national origin, segregation of ho,' s ing areas, separate 
education and social life and differences of economic 
status and opportunity act and interact so as to create 
a stable but deeply divided social structure. We "" Quid 
particularly stress the point of stability; it is extraordinary 
t hat a s \) c i e t y s h 0 u I d be son eat I y b a I a n c e din so m CJ n y 
respects.(31) 
(27) H2aneyd~~cribes the process in "W~lat~vr:=r YOl) say, say 
nothing" ('''~orth, pp .57-6U ) thu s : "Sinoke signals are loud-
m 0 u the de; ~ p I; ~ e d wit h us: / Man 0 e u v r i n 9 s to i- i n cl 0 1I j . n a m e 
and 5 c h 00 I, / Sub tie dis c rim i n G t i on by ad d res 5 e s /W i t h h a r d I y 
one x c e p t ion tot her u I e / Tho t Nor man, Ken a il d Sid n 8y 
signalled Prod/And Seamus (call me S 2an) wus sure-fire 
Pape./O land of password, handg rip , wink and nod, / Of 
(29) 
(30) 
(31 ) 
open minds as open as a t rap." 
Burton, op.cit., p . 66 (my emphasis) 
for a m 0 r~ et a i led dis c l) 5 S ion 0 f the pro c tic e s 0 f sec tar ian -
ism s 2 e Bar j" itt, D" P ., and Car t e r, C. F ., 1Y_ 8 _ t:! ~ r the r n 
Ireland Pro_bJ~~_: ~_ Study in Group R~!ations, Oxford 
University PieSS, Oxrord, 1972. 
~?, p.153 
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7.4 On e :Jf the essential bases of this stability was the introspective 
i n t e g r i t Y 0 f bot h 0 ran g e and G r e e n ide 0 log i e s ; the nOli - i n 1-e g r a --
tionist, inward looking Protestan t Unionist community having 
"constructed an ijeology of embattlement within Irish national 
territoryl' and the inward looking non-integrationist ClJtholic 
Nationalist community having "precise!y reproduced this outlook; 
. . h' . ,,(32) 
a siege wit In a sleg=. 
7.4.1 The result was a deadlock of the nexus v/hich the two ideologies 
formed together, the absence of political d ebate, stagnation and 
(as Hean .=y's texr hz.ls indicated) the mCls:.;ive 'sedimentation of 
• history' in the 'bog ' of ideology. 
7 . 4 . 2 I n 1 968 t his sed i men tat i 0 II e r u pte d , pre cis ely a sac 0 n seq u I~ n ceo f 
• 
moves, initiated by the Catholic middle class, to abandon the 
ideological prohibition on integration. ft.s Gibbon notes (writing 
In 1963) 
The Catholic professional class almost entirely 
serves its own segregated community and has very 
little contacl- wi1-h its Protestant counterparts. 
Nationalism had proved wholly ineffeci"ive in 
advancing their interests. This group was becoming 
increasingly frustrated and determined t o act on its 
own accou nt. (33) 
7 . 4 . 3 The 0 u t .~ C) mew as the est a b lis h men t 0 f th e C i 'v' i I Rig h t s m 0 v e men t 
which, in seeking Catholic in egration in to the Ulster state cut 
( 32 ) H e U il ,= Y -" W her e h a I f 0 f us, as ina woo den h 0 r s e /W ere 
cabin'd and confined like wily Greek s/Be~le~~J within he 
siege, wispering morse." op.cit., p.60 
( 3 3 ) G i b bon, 0 ~. _c_i! ., ? 2 0 
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a c r 0 sst he 0 I d ·:f ff ere n C e S I g I V I n gpo lit i c a I and ide 0 log i C r)! ~ x ~ r ~~ 'i -; _ 
Ion to the de facto economic convergenc e of Britain and Ireland, 
of Sou the r n Ire I and and I~ 0 r the r n Ire I and ( 34 ) and wit hit the 
abo lit ion 0 f the e con 0 m i c bas is 0 f par tit i 0 il all d the ref 0 reo f the 
logic of the ide:)logicol division of Protestant Unionist and 
Catho ic Nationalist. 
7.4.5 The new r2aliti l:!S of economic convergence of the old e nemies, 
• 
Britain and Ireland, necessitated a complete reversal of class 
alliances and a radical change of i.deological perspectives; 
The interests of mu tinational businesses .:md the 
govt.:!rnments serving them in London and Dublin 
lay wholeheartedly in Imodernizing l the whole 
of Ireland. The soci:)-religious b09S in both 
Nor the rna n d Sou the r n Ire I and had be com e 
impediments to the process... I t no longer mattered 
whether it was accompl ishcd by a gradual ~0ac.-!~ 
lunifica~ionl of Ireland or by the de !9~~ acceptance 
of United Kingdom contra! in Uls~er. In either case 
the b 0 r d e r w a u I d h a v (; ceo sed tom a t t e r s e rio u sly . 
New g (:!nerations w()urd appear, mercifully indifferent 
to the Pope and King Billy.(35) 
(34) Probert, o~.cit., P?90-9 
(35) N air n , ? f? ~ _ ~l_!_ ., p. 247 
• 
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7.4.6 It was then precisely the CCAtholic middle class' demand for 
i n t e g rat ion wit I-Ii , the Pro t est ant S tat e w h i c h - inc I) t tin 9 a c r 0 s s 
the vertical lines of Orange and Gre2!1 ideological differentiation 
on which the S~ate was founded and maintained - proved so 
decisive in smashing it. Th~re cou Id not be reform in Favour of 
the demands of the Cutholic mid dle classes without the destruc-
tion of existing class alliances within the opposing formal" ions nor 
without the destruction of .the existing apparaL.Jses of pC1ITonage 
and of ideologicol reproduction. 
7.4.7 Every concession to Civil Rights, e very step towar ds the integra ·-
tion of the Ca~holic middle class into the es tablishe d order of' 
the Ulster state undermined the respective hegemony of Orange 
and Green, unleashing multiple contradictions within Ulster 
. (36) 
society. Faced with the mass desertion of its politicol base 
in the Ulster Protestant working class the Unionist Government 
was forc2J by t he logic of its position to respond to the demands 
of the Ci'lil Rights movement with increased repression ono Orange 
thuggery. This in turn succeeded in drawing la rge sections of 
the Catholic working class in to the Civil Rights movement. 
7 ,. 4 . 8 The rea f t er a s C (1 1-hoi i c ref 0 r m i s t d e man d s w 2 rem e r w i ;-h inc rea sin 9 
repression the political dominanc2 of the Caj-holic middle class with -
in the Catro! ic socic:d formation and its pol icles of integ ration gave way ~o 
I I 
the traditional ideological representations of a national struggle 
with sectarian overton es. The re emergence to do,ninance (with 
(36 ) G ·" . 1000n, Op.Clt., p.21 
7.4.9 
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the Catholic working class) of the categories of the old ideology 
was wylcomed, as McCann notes, with a certain S2nSe of relief; 
"The struggle" against injustice b8came in practice 
a struggle against British forces - a pattern of 
play which matched p8rfectly th e old Republican 
ideas of the way l-hing s re ally w(:l"e - and people 
were almost reliev'2d, gradually t o discover that 
the guiltily discarded tradition on which the 
com m u nit y was f 0 u n d e d w us ,_ a f j' 2 r a II, mea n i n g f u I 
and immediately relevant. (37) 
The struggle for Civil Rights wus form alized by Catholic 
Nat ion a lis tid e 0 I og y as the I ate s t s tag e 0 f the I r ish p e 0 pie's 
historic strugg le against British domination. 
H e a n e y 's t ext can be sit u ate din the per i 0 d f 0 I L) win 9 1 'f 68 (3 U) 
but not as a direct reflection of the historical conditions in 
which it was produced but as a glimpse of how ~hese conditions 
were lived in (Catholic Nationalist) ijeolo~x_; that is" the text 
(as will be seen) reflects precisely the ab3ence of the real 
historical conditions. 
• 
7.5.0 That is, the text reflects the historica! con tr adiction (posed to 
• 
the Catholic social forma t ion arld its dominant (N ationalis t) 
ide 0 I .::> 9 y b y ~ ' h e i n t e 9 rat ion is t c I ass - i n t ere s t s 0 f the C Cl rho I i c in i d die 
class) in the form of th e ex clusion of tha contradiction from the 
absence of this (real) contra d iction. 
( 3 7-)- M ~ C ~;~ E ., W u ron d an I r i ~  ~~ ~I , P <,; n 9 u in, 
Harmondsworth, 1974, p. 83 
(38) "Antaeus" - the only dated po~m - was written In 1966 
b Ij t as not e din j' h e t ran ~ lit era t ion s tan d s ou t sid 8 the pro c e s s 
of the text in portraying the world b~Fo re the invusion and 
the knowledge of castration/death . 
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7.5.1 As noted in Section 2 the dominanr id eology (of which th e te xt 
con t r a d i c t ion fro m w i j" h i nth e t e r m s 0 fit s pro b I e mat i c , ins te a d 
rerormu lating the fragmentation ... eFfecls, occasioned by the contra-
diction; in terms 2xplicable or resolvable within its own p 2rsp e ctive . 
7.5.2 Faced with th e CCltholic midJle class's attempt to break the 
h e g e In 0 n y 0 f C Cl tho I i c N a fi 0 n a lis tid e 0 log y ( w h i c h, as not e d, no 
longer served its interests) and its attempt to obtain political 
do min a n C 8 t h r OU g h in t e g rat ion i n tot he U 1st e r S rat 2 , t h 8 t ext 
fictively represents the irreconciliabie class positions present In 
• the ideologica! contradiction in a form which s im u ' tan .30us ly 
represents their imaginary solution und e r the ideological perspect-
ive of C~tholic Nationalist ideology. Thus the attempt of the 
Catholic middle class to achiev e political integration within the 
Northern Irelan d Srate is represented within th e tex r (fici· jvely) 
as the attempt to transcend the castration comp lex (achieve adult 
sexuality/political dominance) but within the pre-constitu ted t erms 
of the problematic of CCl th ol ic National ism i. e., within the 
context of continued loyalty to the Oedipal proiect of reunion 
with th e Mother (Irish reunification). Heaney has represented 
this 'probl e m ' in similar terms, in another context, viz., 
WOe or2, iF you like, half way towards shedding the 
illusions of childhood and half refusing the respons-
ibility of growing up. Thats more or less the way 
people feel here nowada ys . They 're living in a k ind 
of shell, a k ino of h.iatu5 or limbo. Th ey feel th e ir 
old sec l) rein y 1" hoi 0 9 i e s are c rum b lin g a way fro m j" hem 
and 1'8t they refuse the responsibilities and the strain 
an d the pain of changing their way of thin king an] 
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, ,,(3'71 ) 
feeling and living, 
7 , 5 ,3 Hell c ~ the 0 p p 0 sit ion w h i c h con s t i tu t est he' pro b ! e m I 0 f the t ext -
'd 'f' d' th t l't t' "A t 'd' til len tI I e I n era n S I era Ion as _.-0.0 ~ U _ S _ jJ ~ ~ I C Cl men ; to 
transcend th .~ castration complex (overcome the fear of castration/ 
death) yet maintain the Oedipal link to the Mo ther, Having not 
seen (or in I-he case of "Punishment" "Aisling" etc" reje c ted-in-
~~~~) the possibility of transcending the castration com p lex 
by integration (union with a non~kin mot her surrogate), the text 
is forced to resolve its 'problem' by the mediation or resolu t ion 
that has been noted, viz" castration/ death as the means of • 
reunion with the Mother, of overcoming the problem of the 
Father and or ensuring generational renewal, This resolu t i.) n 
effected from within the problem at ic of C(1tholic Nationalist 
ideology reaffirms the effectivity of the traditiona l repres e n tat ions 
of that ideology noted earlier in this section (death in the nam e 
of reunion of the Ce!tic sons to repossession of M :lth e r Ire lan d 
etc,), thereby re-establ ishing its hegemorl / and e x~luding the 
terms of the real ideoloSJical contradiction. 
7 ~ 5 . 4 T his in t e r pre tat ion 0 f the g en e SIS 0 f t h ,_ t ext , No r t h , c o n for m S 
to Macherey's view that 
W :1 u j t> r 0 r:l 'J C est h eli t era r y t ex t i s fun d am e 11 t a I I y t h ~ 
operation of one or more ideological cO i1t ra di ctions 
tot h e poi n t w her e tho s 2 con IT a d i c t io n S can not be 
(3 9 ) Te x~ Qf the Film "Seamus Heaney: Poet in Li mb o " 
No~ional Library of Australia, Film Archivc '3. 
• 
Ii 
~ 
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* 
resolved within ideology. It is, in the last 
instance, the operation within ideology of contrCl d ict~ry 
and intrinsically irreconciliable class positions. (4 0) 
. . . . / cont d . 
• 
* It has already been noted that "integration" threatens Ca tholic 
Nati-Jnal ist ideology with its own dissolu tion . 
(40) Mucherey, P., "S Jr 10 I itt8'rature comme forme ideologique; 
quelques hypotheses marxistes. 11 Litterature No. 14 
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SUM IAARY OF READING 
7.5.5 In circling around the problem of the text, a problem that has 
been constructed in terms that, in the last instance are inadequate 
to its res 0 I uti 0 n , ( ina d e qua t e tor e sol v i n g the rea I con ~ r a d i c ;- ion s 
w h i c h the ide 0 log y can ~ ~~~ e) the t e ;( till u min ate s - i nit s 
determinate disorder and conflicts of meaning (father as mother, 
mother as mother/father, father as brother, death as renewal, 
death as limbo, death as non-renewal etc.) - the presence of 
.an absenc2 , Qf a significant missing term (union with non-kin) 
by which the problems of the text migh t be transcended, but of 
which the ,problema ti c of ideology cannot speak. 
• 
7.5.6 In illuminating this absence (and th e ideological necessity of its 
a b sen c e) the t ext rev e a 1st h e pre sen c e ~ _l t ~ _ ~ _~ 13 ~ '2~ 0 far e a ! 
contradiction (the irreconcijiable class positions within the 
Catholic social formation, giving expression to the development of 
material forces towar:\s the economic integration of North er n and 
Southern Ireland and of Irelan d anj Britain) but a contradiction 
r e cas tor dis P I ace din I-0 t e r m sin w h i c h the e ff e c t s 0 f the con t r a -
d i c t ion may be i n t e g rat e d wit h i nth e per s p e c I- i ve 0 f Cat hoi i c 
National ist ideol 09)' . 
• 
7 . 5 . 7 In this sense the text does not d ire c i-I y reflect the historical real 
bu~ illuminat es the exclusion of the real or in Ma cherey's t erm s 
,. . t h· b II·· b II (4 1 ) IS presen at Istory a ove a In ItS a sences . 
0.1 The preceding d iscussion Oil::] readings have attempted to indicate, 
I' In er alia, 
(0) t ~at rhe proceSS of the literary text is of an endless 
prolongalion of imp erfe ction, of circling (resolu t ion, 
int~rrogation of resolution, new resolution etc.) around 
a prl)blem which, because constructed in ideologicrJl 
terms, . I . d . I' (1 ) . IS aways Ina equate to ItS resoutlon I.e., 
C 0 n 5 ~ r u c t 2 don the bas i s 0 f e x c Iud i n g/ not, se c I n 9 j-h e 
vital middle terms by which it might be transc8n::13~ or 
its argumenl's verified. Th e significant middle term IS 
• 
ab 2nt becCliJse its appearance In the field of VISion of 
the problemutic of the ideology which the text IprocLcQs' 
would radicolly interrogate the id ,~ology , abolish the L;rms 
of the question and thus the basis of the t2x~; 
(S) i circling around the absent midd le term the text 
establishes the limits of possibility of the ideology it 
Iproduces l , i. e. explores and establ ishes the boun dar ies 
between the visible and non - visible field of the problemotic, 
givinCJ form to the field of the invisible and thus p~rmitting 
• r.J sighting of the significant missing te rms . That IS, In 
put}ing i:l e ology ro work the text, In giving a determinat2 
l:-ncg':! of the ideological (in giving it a material form 
rother than Iliving i it from within ) provides In its tex~Jol 
- - -- - -,-------,---
(1) As Mucherey notes IIAn iJ8ology IS 10)'.:11 to itself only in so 
far as it remuins inod equa~2 to its question which is both its 
f 0 unci a t ion a n J irs p r 8 t e x L I~ 0 p 5 _; ! ., p. 1 3 1 
• 
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disorder an implicit critique of its ideological cont e nt, 
illuminating its absences and speaking its sil ences . The 
literary h-=xt thu s challenges ideology by using it, e x posing 
it to the critic. The distantiation From id8olo9Y w~ich 
- - - - --- --
the text thus provides, constitutes the relative autonomy 
of the I iterary work; 
(c) the formulation of ' the 'problem ' of the text (indeed the 
very existence of the text) is taken, as evidence of the 
existence of an historical contradiction experienced in its 
effects in ideology (which ideology cannot see and canno t 
• 
resolve within the terms of its problema t ic) arising r H om 
irreconcil iable class positions within the soci:::JI Form a tion. 
The resolution proposed by rh2 text is to be regard e d, not 
as a resolution in fictjve terms of that real contradiction 
but 0 f t hat con t r ad i c 1" ion r e cas tin i<:) Cl for m w h i c h s i m u I -
taneously represenls its (?reconstitu t ed) resolution within 
that ideology's problematic ; 
(d) thus, the practices of individuals in r3al ideological 
a p par a tu s e sma y be r end ere din F i c t i vet e r m sin a n a t t em p t 
to resolve within ideolog y ~ he c Ff e cis of the r e al contra-
dictions - based on irreconciliable class positions - that 
divide j'hem, by recas~ing j- h e se contradictions into a form 
resolvab : e wirhin the problematic of a domin-:lnt id e olog y . 
Tilrough the process of what Althusser has called t h e 
• 
(2) 
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"inf8rpellation of subjects" or th e "ideological recognition 
function ,, (2) the text "hails " or calls on the reader to 
identify himself within its discourSe and to become the 
"free ll bearer or subject of the ideology of the literary 
text. By this means ideology seeks t:::> reproduce itself 
across the divisions of the r ,:!ol con lT arliction and to insert 
these subjecis into its material practices (- for example, 
the curren! WGr in N.)rthern Ireland); 
" 
( e ) I n reg or d tot h eli t era r >' t ext I s rei at ion to ,h is tor y, the 
text may be seen as reflecling real historica! contradictions 
a san a b s '2 n c e 0 f con t r a d i c t ion s , t hat i sin t e r m 5 0 f the i r' 
precol1stituted resolution within ideology which stan::ls 
betwe0n history arl:1 the text . At the same time, as has 
been noted, the text exposes - In its internal disorder -
the presenC3 of the contradictions whose absence sets it in 
motion, thereby illuminating the shadows of the ideo!ogica~ 
exc!usion of the r e al. It is in this sense t~ot th e f 3Xt mOl 
contradictions and the absence of su ch a reflection. 
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